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     Faced with an autism diagnosis, parents from ethnolinguistic minorities and the professionals 
who serve them often experience concerns about the suitability and viability of raising autistic 
children to be bilingual (Angulo-Jiménez, 2018; Lund et al., 2017; Yu, 2018). They fear that 
exposing these children to more than one language may cause linguistic confusion, exacerbate 
difficulties, and/or further delay—or even completely truncate—language and communication 
development (Beauchamp & MacLeod, 2017). The thin body of literature on autism and 
bilingualism makes it difficult to address these concerns from an empirical perspective. 
Furthermore, with its focus on children assessed in research and clinical settings, the extant 
investigative work makes it difficult for parents and professionals to visualize what bilingualism 
might look like among autistic adults and in real-life settings. To help fill this gap, the present 
conversation-analytic study examined ordinary bilingual conversations between a 
Latino/Hispanic adult on the autism spectrum and two of his frequent co-interactants. 
     Prior to the collection of conversational samples, this study made use of an assessment 
battery, semi-structured interviews, and documental artifacts to produce thick descriptions of 
participants and complement findings obtained in subsequent data analysis sessions. Six hours of 
naturalistic conversation between the focal participant and his mom and sister were then 
recorded and sequentially analyzed following Conversation Analysis guidelines. The purpose 
was to identify salient and potentially interactionally-meaningful practices deployed by the 
autistic participant within these interactions and to establish the functional, structural, and 
indexical properties of one of these practices: language alternation.  
     Key findings include the identification of 212 instances of functional language alternation 




preferences and competencies, evidenced his orientation to the linguistic predilection and 
competence of his co-interactants, and/or served discursive tasks within the unfolding 
conversation (e.g., speech representation, repair initiation/execution, emphasis). Contributions of 
these findings to the autism and bilingualism literature along with their implications for clinical 
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
    From a medical standpoint, autism is defined as a neurodevelopmental condition characterized 
by (a) limited, repetitive patterns of interests, activities, and behaviors; as well as (b) cross-setting 
atypicalities in social interaction and social communication, including the “failure” to adapt to 
varying social contexts, engage in the back and forth of conversation, and use/ understand non-
verbal communicative behaviors therein deployed (American Psychiatric Association, APA, 
2013). In the neurodiversity paradigm, on the other hand, autism is understood as a neurological 
difference that comprises, among other things, (a) an ability to passionately pursue particular 
interests and activities, and (b) marked differences in sociality and communication (Angulo & 
DeThorne, 2019; Ochs & Solomon, 2010). Regardless of differences in the representation of 
autism, it is widely-accepted that approximately 20-30% of autistic individuals do not develop 
spoken language as a reliable form of communication, and yet many more experience delays in 
meeting prominent speech-language milestones (Mawhood et al., 2000; Tager-Flusberg et al., 
2009; Turner et al., 2006) Against this background, it is not altogether unreasonable for 
ethnolinguistic minorities who speak more than one language to experience concerns regarding 
the appropriateness and feasibility of raising their autistic children1 to be bilingual (Beauchamp & 
MacLeod, 2017) Specifically, parents and professionals alike fear that bilingual child-rearing may 
confuse autistic children, aggravate their struggles, cause (further) delays, and/or altogether 
jeopardize language and communication development (Angulo-Jiménez, 2018). The sparsity of 
research at the intersection of autism and bilingualism makes it difficult to empirically address 
these concerns and likely contributes, at least in part, to professional recommendations and 
 
1 In line with the preference of some individuals within the autistic community (e.g., Oakley, 2012; Sinclair, 2013), 
in this paper, identity-first language (e.g., autistic children) is preferred over person-first language (e.g., children 
with autism).  
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parental choices to focus on a single language. Furthermore, most of the studies that are available 
center primarily on children and do not address the complexity of everyday conversations in 
bilingual homes. Consequently, we know very little about what bilingualism actually looks like in 
the context of autistic adult interactions within familial conversations. The purpose of this study is 
to contribute to this literature by using Conversational Analysis to examine ordinary bilingual 
interactions between a young Latino/Hispanic man on the autism spectrum and his mother and 
sister.   
     The upcoming literature review contains two primary sections. The first section summarizes 
relevant research on autism and bilingualism. The second section discusses the interactional 
approach to bilingualism and language alternation taken in the present study.  
Research on Autism and Bilingualism 
    Studies at the intersection of autism and bilingualism can be roughly sorted into two groups 
based principally on their purpose and consequent data-collection and data-analysis procedures. 
The first—and more homogeneous—group comprises quantitatively-oriented, comparative 
studies that have tried to elucidate if being exposed to two or more languages has a detrimental 
effect on the development of language and communication among autistic children. In pursuit of 
this goal, researchers have relied on caregiver report instruments, standardized tests, and 
experimental tasks to collect (quantifiable) data about the linguistic and communicative skills of 
autistic children who either can speak or have been exposed to at least two languages: the 
majority language spoken in community settings and the minority language spoken at home. 
These data have then been statistically compared to that of monolingual autistic children2 
 
2 Though see Gonzalez-Barrero and Nadig (2017a and 2017b) for studies where groups of neurotypical bilingual and 
monolingual children have also been included in these comparisons.  
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matched on a combination of the following variables: chronological age, developmental level, 
autistic profile, non-verbal intelligence quotient, gender, and socio-economic status.  
     To date, bilingual autistic children have been compared to their monolingual peers in terms of 
general expressive/receptive language skills (e.g., Valicenti-McDermott et al., 2012), verbal 
fluency (e.g., Gonzalez-Barrero & Nadig, 2017a), early language milestones (e.g., Hambly & 
Fombonne, 2012), lexical comprehension/production (e.g., Petersen et al., 2012) and structural 
and pragmatic language development (e.g., Reetzke et al., 2015). Regardless of differences 
between studies3,  the extant empirical literature suggests (a) that raising autistic children to be 
bilingual does not (further) delay or hinder language and communication development, and (b) 
that autistic individuals can develop skills in two languages (Angulo-Jiménez, 2018; Drysdale et 
al., 2015; Kay-Raining Bird et al., 2016; Lund et al., 2017; Yu, 2018). In addition, researchers 
have identified potential benefits in relation to verbal fluency (González-Barrero, 2017a), total 
vocabulary size (Petersen et al., 2012), and frequency of vocalization, proto-imperative gesture 
use, and participation in pretend play (Valicenti-McDermott et al., 2012).   
    The second group of studies on autism and bilingualism comprises qualitative studies that 
have aimed to understand the experience of raising autistic children in bilingual contexts. 
Drawing on interviews, surveys, observation, and—much less frequently—samples of 
naturalistic interaction, qualitative researchers have specifically investigated (a) factors that 
influence parental decisions about bilingualism (e.g., Hampton et al., 2017); (b) the enactment of 
these decisions (e.g., Yu, 2016a); and their effects on social life and communication (e.g., Hudry 
et al., 2017).  
 
3 E.g., differences in terms of focus of the study, age of the autistic children, languages to which children were 
exposed and amount/timing of exposure 
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    Qualitative researchers have identified multiple factors that influence parental decisions for or 
against raising their children to be bilingual. Arguments in favor of bilingual child-rearing 
include (a) the positive impact of bilingualism on multiple social relationships (i.e., parent-child, 
child-extended-family and family-society); (b) the favorable effect of bilingualism on the 
children’s acquisition and expansion of their linguistic repertoires; and (c) the need for autistic 
children to remain active participants in different spheres of their social, cultural, and religious 
lives (Hampton et al., 2017; Jegatheesan, 2011; Kay-Raining Bird et al., 2012). Against bilingual 
child-raising are (a) concerns about the potential negative effects of bilingualism (e.g., hindering 
the children’s acquisition of the community-dominant language), particularly among parents of 
children with “lower verbal ability;” (b) professional advice to simplify linguistic input by 
speaking only the majority language to the autistic child; and (c) the need to access services and 
resources available only in the majority language or perceived by parents as contingent upon the 
exclusive use of the community-dominant language at home (Hampton et al., 2017, p.435; Ijalba, 
2016; Jegatheesan, 2011; Kay-Raining Bird et al., 2012; Kremer-Sadlik, 2005; Yu, 2013, 2016a).  
     In relation to the enactment of parental decisions about their autistic children’s linguistic 
environments, two findings of qualitative researchers are worth highlighting. First are parental 
reports regarding the little support they receive from professionals for either maintaining the 
minority language (bilingual child-raising) or assisting their children in the development of the 
community-dominant language (monolingual child-raising); see Jegatheesan (2011); Kay-
Raining Bird et al. (2012), and Yu, (2013). Second are the inconsistencies between parental 
decisions to speak just the community-dominant language at home and the family’s actual 
linguistic practices in such environment (Kremer-Sadlik, 2005; Yu, 2013). Specifically, analyses 
of naturalistic interaction samples suggest that when parents report to speak only the majority 
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language at home what they actually do is to speak to the autistic child  mostly in such language 
while they continue to use the minority language for interaction with other family members 
(Kremer-Sadlik, 2005; Yu, 2013). As mentioned below, this often results in the exclusion of the 
autistic child from interactional exchanges (Kremer-Sadlik, 2005). 
    Besides investigating factors that influence parental decisions and the enactment of these 
choices, qualitative researchers have also identified the (perceived) effects that different 
language exposure choices have. Through caregiver report and sometimes analyses of 
naturalistic interaction samples, these researchers have associated monolingual child-raising in 
the community-dominant language with potential (a) reduction in the frequency of interaction 
between family members—particularly those who are less proficient in the majority language—
and the autistic child, (b) exclusion of the autistic child from communicative exchanges sustained 
in the minority language, and (c) decrease in  the complexity of parental speech, communicative 
synchrony (shared focus on object or unfolding action), and child language scaffolding (Hudry et 
al., 2017; Ijalba, 2016; Kremer-Sadlik, 2005). On the other hand, bilingual child-rearing has been 
linked to (a) enhanced receptive language skills through, for instance, repeated processing of 
instructions delivered in both of the child’s languages, (b) increased ability to understand others’ 
perspectives and cultures, and (c) improved relationships within the family and between the 
family and society (Hampton et al., 2017; Jegatheesan, 2011; Kremer-Sadlik, 2005).  
    Overall, and contrary to parental and professional concerns, the available research on 
bilingualism and autism suggests that raising autistic children to be bilingual does not have any 
negative effects on language development and may in fact positively impact their linguistic and 
communicative skills. Admittedly, this research is still sparse and presents with gaps that offer 
opportunities for investigative work. First, since most—if not all—of the studies about autism 
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and bilingualism have concentrated on children, studies with autistic bilinguals from other age 
groups are long overdue (Lund et al., 2017). Secondly, as the bulk of this research has focused 
on ruling out possible detrimental outcomes, there is a need for investigators to further explore 
the potential additions that bilingualism makes to the communicative repertoire of dual language 
speakers (Yu, 2016b). Lastly, to date most researchers have relied almost exclusively on 
standardized tests and parental reports delivered in controlled clinical and investigative 
environments to learn about the linguistic and communicative performance of autistic bilinguals. 
For this reason, there remains a need for inquiry into how these individuals use language(s) to 
participate in naturalistic conversations within real-life settings, a task well suited to 
Conversational Analysis.  
     Conversation Analysis (hereafter CA) is a qualitative research method that offers a highly 
consistent and cohesive set of empirically-grounded principles, methodological guidelines, and 
analytical procedures for the study of ordinary conversation in real-life contexts (Antaki, 2012; 
Barlett et al., 2005; Clayman & Gill, 2004; Sterponi & Fasulo, 2016). Brought into the field of 
bilingualism by Auer (1984), the method has been increasingly used for the study of bilingual 
conversation, leading to the emergence and establishment of what has been called “the 
interactional approach4” to bilingualism and language alternation (Hansen, 2003, p.405). This 
conversation-analytic framework focuses on the analysis of the situated meaning and function of 
language alternation (i.e., the use of two languages within the same interactional episode) in 
bilingual conversation (Auer, 1984, 1999; Gafaranga, 2018a). It was this framework that was 
adopted in the present dissertation study and that is therefore discussed in more detail the 
following section.  
 
4 Also referred to as the sequential approach (Auer, 1995) and the “organisational approach” (Gafaranga, 2018a, p.5) 
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The Interactional Approach to Bilingualism and Language Alternation  
     The interactional approach to language alternation was pioneered by Auer (1984) and 
represents “an attempt to apply” CA in the examination of “data in which two or more languages 
are used.” (Auer, 1998, p.2) Consistently, the approach exhibits several conceptual, theoretical, 
methodological, and analytical features that reveal its roots in CA. First and foremost, it 
“interactionalizes” the concept of bilingualism and thus defines it as “primarily a set of complex 
linguistic activities” (e.g., language alternation) through which co-interactants display their 
bilingual status in conversational exchanges (Auer, 1984, p.3; Gafaranga, 2018a). The 
investigators’ interest is therefore in how people “do being bilingual” and not in bilingualism as 
a “mental ability” or cognitive property—as in most of the studies reviewed above (Auer, 1984, 
p.7; emphasis added). Secondly, as other CA practitioners, scholars who approach the study of 
language alternation from an interactional perspective favor the collection of samples of 
naturally-occurring, mundane conversations over other types of data (Bottema-Beutel, 2017; 
Kendrick, 2017; O’Reilly et al., 2016). As stated by Georgalidou et al. (2010), they place 
“conversation at the center of attention, as the ultimate locus of language choice and use.” 
(p.320) This is because it has been empirically demonstrated that in ordinary, naturalistic 
conversation the use of interactional resources is less restricted, both in number and variety, than 
it is in more institutionalized forms of interaction (e.g., medical visits) or in elicited 
conversations (Heritage, 2009).  
    Thirdly, like other conversation analysts, researchers who take an interactional approach to 
language alternation do not question the orderliness of social interaction (Gafaranga, 2018a). 
Instead, they focus on determining if and how language alternation has contributed to that order 
at different levels (e.g., at the level of repair or turn-taking) (Gafaranga, 2018b). Their scholarly 
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interest has resulted from and is nourished by empirical evidence that suggests that bilingual 
speakers often use language alternation as a “contextualization cue” to alert their co-interactants 
about changes in multiple aspects of the ongoing conversation, including, for instance, shifts in 
the topic of the conversation, the conversation mode, and the language of interaction itself (Auer 
1999; Gumperz, 1982, p.132). In this sense, language alternation is not different from other 
prosodic, syntactic, and embodied practices5 deployed by monolingual speakers—most often 
unconsciously—to signal these same changes (Auer, 1984, 1995; Georgalidou et al., 2010; 
Greer, 2013; Chanseawrassamee & Shin, 2009).  
    Lastly, as other conversation analysts, to determine if language alternation has been used to 
contextualize a particular conversational move and pinpoint its situated meaning/function, 
researchers who take an interactional approach adopt an emic perspective and rely on sequential 
analysis of the instances in their collections (Auer, 1984; Georgalidou et al., 2010; Wei & 
Milroy, 1995). When conversation analysts adopt an emic or insider’s perspective, they strive to 
ground their analytical insights in the interpretations that co-interactants themselves make of 
their own conduct “as manifest in their behavior.” (Auer, 1984, p.6; Gafaranga & Torras i Calvo, 
2001; Seedhouse, 2006). To determine, for instance, how language alternation has been 
understood, they conduct a sequential analysis whereby they diligently consider (a) the turn 
where the alternation occurs against preceding and succeeding turns, (b) the language chosen in 
the alternation against previous and subsequent language choices, and (c) the practices—verbal, 
non-verbal, or otherwise—that might precede, co-occur with, or follow language alternation 
(Auer, 1984, 1995, 2000). As pointed by Auer (1984), the exigencies of this type of analysis call 
 
5 i.e., units of conduct or orchestrations thereof systematically produced and understood as implementing specific 
functions in social interaction, aka procedures, strategies, techniques, resources (Korkiakangas, 2018; Pomerantz & 
Heritage, 2013; Psathas, 1989; Sacks et al., 1974; Schegloff, 2007) 
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for a “reconstruction of the interaction as it unfolded in real time,” which is pursued through the 
production of  detailed conversation-analytic transcripts that, asides from talk, include 
information about the minutiae of social interaction (e.g., overlaps, latches, pauses, relative 
loudness,  gaze direction, laughter) (Auer,1984; Heritage & Atkinson, 1984; Korkiakangas, 
2018). 
    In sum, the interactional approach to language alternation uses conversation-analytic 
procedures to study the alternating use of two languages in naturalistic, mundane conversations 
between bilingual co-interactants. Through its adoption of an emic perspective and use of 
sequential analysis, the approach aims to reveal if and how language alternation contributes to 
the orderliness of bilingual conversation both at the overall and the local level. Consistently, two 
complementary models or accounts of language alternation have been developed within the 
interactional approach: the overall order model (Gafaranga, 2007) and the local order model 
(Auer, 1984). The following paragraphs focus on Auer’s local order model, which was the one 
that more significantly influenced this dissertation study.  
Auer’s Local Order Model 
    To this point, mostly the term language alternation—and not code-switching—has been used. 
At this juncture, it is necessary to define the concept of code-switching and explain how Auer 
(1984) distinguishes it from language alternation in the local order model. Language alternation 
can be conceived of as an “umbrella term” that encompasses various phenomena in which two 
languages are juxtaposed at different structural levels (e.g., within a sentence, in discourse) and 
with varying degrees of discursive/pragmatic functionality (e.g., discourse-related code-
switching vs. language-mixing); see Auer (1999) and Gafaranga (2007, p.33). Code-switching, 
on the other hand, refers to a specific type of language alternation where the juxtaposition of 
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languages serves pragmatic/discursive functions, as when the switch signals transition to a 
different topic or provides cues about the linguistic competence or preference of the code-
switching speaker (Auer, 1984). In other words, all examples of code-switching can be 
categorized as language alternation but not all examples of language alternation can be 
considered code-switching. The latter is the case, for instance, of language alternation 
phenomena like lexical borrowing, language mixing, and fused lects6 (Auer, 1999).  
    Auer’s local order model recognizes four types of code-switching based on the indexical and 
structural properties of the switch (Auer, 1984, 1995). The indexical features of the switch relate 
to the type of information it provides and allows for the distinction between discourse- and 
participant-related code-switching (Auer, 1999). Prototypical discourse-related code-switching 
provides cues about the ongoing conversation itself by coinciding with—and therefore 
contextualizing—changes in some of its parameters, including for instance shifts in the voices 
represented in talk, the degree of emphasis, or the progression of a story (Auer, 1984, 1995, 
1999). For this reason, discourse-related switches can be thought of as rhetorical tools through 
which the code-switching speaker performs and/or highlights a variety of conversational actions, 
from quoting to emphatic other-language reiteration to stating final remarks.  
    Prototypical participant-related code-switching, on the other hand, invites assessment of the 
the code-switching speaker’s competence/preference for any of his languages, and/or evidences 
his orientation towards the linguistic preference/competence of his co-interactant’s (Auer, 1984; 
Hansen, 2003). In other words, participant-related code-switching includes instances in which a 
 
6 Per Auer (1999), in lexical borrowings, the degree of integration of a word from language B into language A is 
such that speakers are barely aware of the other-languageness of the loanword and thus cannot tap into it for 
discursive/pragmatic purposes. In language mixing, the alternation happens so often and at some many different 
structural levels that it loses its saliency and with it the potential to be used in in locally meaningful ways. In fused 
lects, the juxtaposition of languages is not locally meaningful either, but, in addition to this, speakers cannot freely 
alternate between their languages as one language and not the other must be used for particular constituents (e.g., all 
nouns in language A and all verbs in language B). 
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co-interactant switches from language A to language B because he feels more competent and/or 
prefers Language B, or because he thinks that his co-interactant is more competent and/or prefers 
Language B. As stated by Hansen (2003), “participant-related code-switching is often a sign of 
language choice adaptation, while discourse-related code-switching is tied to the way the 
conversation is organized.” (p.384) Of import, discourse- and participant-related code-switching 
are not mutually exclusive (Auer, 1995). A switch may perform a conversational function and at 
the same time display the code-switching speaker’s linguistic preference/competence or his 
orientation to the linguistic preference/competence of co-interactants (Auer, 1995). This is what 
Auer (1984) calls polyvalent cases.  
        The structural characteristics of a switch relate to its componential makeup and sequential 
implicativeness and give rise to two code-switching patterns: insertional code-switching and 
alternational code-switching (Auer, 1999). In prototypical insertional code-switching, a speaker 
inserts a content word (usually a noun or a verb) or a short phrase in language B into a stretch of 
talk in language A (Auer, 1984, 1995; Musk & Cromdall, 2018). The insertion is then followed 
by talk in language A (Auer, 1984, 1988). In other words, in insertional code-switching the 
switch (a) is tied to well-defined, small units, (b) is consequently “relatively short,” (c) has a 
predictable end, and (d) does not involve a change in the language-of-interaction, i.e., it is not 
“sequentially implicative.” (Auer, 1984, p.78; Musk & Cromdall, 2018, p.22). Insertional 
switches may be participant-related, discourse-related, or polyvalent (Auer, 1984, 1995).  
   In prototypical alternational code-switching, on the other hand, a speaker shifts from language 
A to language B usually at phrasal or clausal boundary (Auer, 1999). The switch into language B 
affects relatively longer stretches of talk (i.e., not a single word as in insertional code-switching), 
and it is, in fact, prototypically followed by talk in language B until the interactional episode 
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concludes or until the next switch occurs (Auer, 1984, 1999). Put differently, in alternational 
code-switching the switch (a) comprises larger linguistic structures than in insertional code-
switching, (b) consequently lasts longer (in fact has no predictable end), and (c) involves a re-
negotiation of the language-of-interaction, i.e., it is sequentially implicative (Auer, 1984, 1995, 
1999). Like insertional code-switching, alternational code-switching can be participant-related, 
discourse-related, or polyvalent (Auer, 1995).  
     The four code-switching patterns described above are presented in Table 1 with their 
corresponding possible combinations.  
Table 1. Types of Code-Switching in the Local Order Model 






















     The study of code-switching from a conversation-analytic perspective and through the local 
order model can enhance and deepen current understanding of the socio-interactional profiles of 
autistic bilinguals in at least two ways. First, it can provide information about these individuals’ 
tuning to several aspects of the ongoing conversation, including the established language of 
interaction and the linguistic preferences/competencies of their co-interactants (participant-
related code-switching). Secondly, it can contribute to fill gaps concerning the additive 
dimension of bilingualism through the exploration of the deployment of language alternation for 
discursive/pragmatic purposes (discourse-related code-switching). Despite these potential 
contributions, to date only one study has taken a conversation-analytic approach to bilingualism 
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and language alternation in the context of autism. Specifically, Yu (2016b) used CA to examine 
how Shane, a bilingual autistic boy, systematically alternated between Chinese and English to 
achieve different conversational purposes. To this end, the researcher video-recorded, 
transcribed, and analyzed 15 hours of naturalistic, mundane conversation between Shane and his 
family (Yu, 2016b).  
    Yu (2016b) found that Shane used language alternation for several discursive/pragmatic 
purposes (discourse-related code-switching), including emphasis through other-language 
reiteration, signaling clarification, ending his participation in a conversation, reframing a demand 
as a request, and commenting on his own knowledge. She also found that Shane did not use 
language alternation to perform discursive functions that are widely reported in the bilingualism 
literature and were instantiated in his siblings’ talk (Yu, 2016b). These noticeably absent uses of 
language alternation included setting off quotations and achieving narrative breaks (Yu, 2016b). 
The researcher posited that “the gap in Shane’s code-switching activity” may have resulted from 
the child’s persistent “narrative difficulties,” which his parents frequently mentioned in their 
interviews (Yu, 2016b, p.24). 
   Aside from Yu’s (2016b) study, there is no other investigation focusing on language 
alternation in autism from a conversation-analytic perspective. There is, however, a substantial 
number of studies centering on discourse-related code-switching among neurotypical bilinguals 
from different age groups who speak a wide combination of languages (e.g., Lanvers, 2001; Shin 
& Milroy, 2000; Greer, 2008; Guerini, 2015). This literature suggests a notable association 
between language shifts and several conversational tasks like the representation of different 
voices in talk,  topical changes, repair initiation and execution, emphasis through other-language 
repetition, shifts in participant constellation, and display/management of opposing stances 
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(Chanseewrassamee & Shin, 2009; Cromdall, 2001, 2004; Frick, 2013; Georgalidou et al., 2010; 
Greer, 2008; Guerini, 2015; Lanvers, 2001; Musk, 2010; Shin & Milroy, 2000; Wei & Milroy, 
1995).  
The Present Study 
    This dissertation study offered several contributions to the autism and bilingualism literature 
in general and the conversation-analytic literature in particular. First and foremost, it broadened 
the representation of autistic individuals in bilingualism and autism research by being the first 
study to recruit a bilingual autistic adult (hereafter the focal participant) and one of the few 
studies to focus on Spanish/English bilingualism7. Secondly, because the study took an 
interactional, conversation-analytic approach to bilingualism and language alternation, it 
inevitably centered on the focal participant’s linguistic and communicative performance as 
displayed in everyday, naturalistic conversations, without losing sight of how co-interactants’ 
may have contributed to the observed language alternation patterns exhibited by the focal 
participant. Thirdly, with its focus on language alternation, the study explored how bilingualism 
can confer additional discursive resources upon autistic bilinguals. Lastly, despite its 
concentration on a linguistic behavior and as customary in the interactional, conversation-
analytic approach, the study also took notice of non-verbal resources recruited by the focal 
participant in tandem with language alternation for the performance of specific conversational 
actions, thereby adding a multimodal layer to the analysis. 
   The analysis of the conversational data collected for this dissertation study was conducted in 
two stages, each pursuing different investigative purposes. During the first stage, the analysts 
inductively identified salient and potentially interactionally-meaningful behaviors of the focal 
 
7 The relevance of this is still more apparent when considering that Latinos/Hispanics, many of whom are bilingual 
in English and Spanish, are the largest ethnic minority in the United States (United States Census Bureau, 2017). 
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participant (research question 1). Once these behaviors were identified, the scope of the study 
was narrowed down to language alternation by the focal participant. During the second stage,  
the analysts first built the collection of language alternation instances and then determined which 
of the instances of language alternation were interactionally-meaningful and could therefore be 
considered code-switching (research question 2). For the purpose of this study, interactionally 
meaningful was understood as (a) proving information about the focal participant’s 
preferences/competencies in his two languages, (b) evidencing the focal participant’s orientation 
to the linguistic predilections/competencies of his co-interactants, and/or (c) aiding in the 
contextualization of particular conversational actions. Afterward, they established the structural 
and indexical properties of the code-switching instances in their collection (research question 3). 
In sum, the study sought to answer the following questions:  
 (1) What behaviors are salient and potentially interactionally-meaningful in ordinary, 
naturalistic conversations between the focal participant and two of his familiar co-interactants?  
(2) Is language alternation interactionally-meaningful?  
If so, 
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS 
 
The Research Team  
     The research team consisted of five non-autistic8 individuals from diverse ethnic and cultural-
linguistic backgrounds who offered different types of expertise relative to Spanish/English 
bilingualism and autism. This diversity influenced all aspects of the project, from design of 
dialectally appropriate instruments to judgements regarding the grammaticality of the 
participants’ utterances. 
     With a background in Teaching English as a Foreign Language, Henry Angulo (myself) 
served as the lead investigator on this dissertation project. He identifies as a Latin-American 
male who speaks Costa Rican Spanish as his native language and English as a second language.  
At the time of the study, he was a tenured Professor at the Department of Modern Languages at 
University of Costa Rica, where he has taught English as a foreign language (EFL) for more than 
10 years. In fact, it was his experiences with autistic EFL students that elicited his interest in 
bilingualism, autism, and their relationship. In pursuit of these academic interests, he first 
obtained a master’s degree in Linguistics, where he focused on the study of the interplay between 
socio-psychological variables and second language acquisition. His master’s thesis suggested a 
strong association between acculturation and proficiency in Spanish a second language among 
Chinese immigrants (Angulo Jiménez, 2013a; Angulo Jiménez, 2013b). He then enrolled in his 
current doctoral program in Speech and Hearing Science (SHS) at the University of Illinois in 
Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), where coursework, research, and publications have both increased 
his knowledge of autism and bilingualism and strengthened the investigative skills and tools 
needed to empirically address the questions that brought him to the doctoral program in the first 
 
8Two members of the research team have relatives who are on the autism spectrum.  
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place. Henry’s early Research Project explored the representation of autism as a disorder, 
difference, or both among online video-loggers who self-identified as autistic. Key findings 
included a hybrid account of autism as both a difference and a disorder and the presentation of a 
positive dimension of the so-marked autism symptoms (Angulo & DeThorne, 2019; Angulo, 
Chan, & DeThorne, 2019). His qualifying exam focused on the contributions of CA to the study 
of autistic social interaction and provided him with a concrete theoretical/methodological tool for 
the analysis of bilingual conversation.  
    As Chair of Henry’s dissertation research, Dr. DeThorne is a professor and chair of Speech, 
Language, and Hearing Sciences at Western Michigan University. She is also a certified speech-
language pathologist (SLP) with more than 20 years of experience supporting individuals with 
communication disabilities. Dr. DeThorne’s recent research has focused on bridging medical and 
social models of disability, particularly as it relates to autism. She identifies as a White 
American-European female who speaks Mainstream American English as her native language.  
    The research team was completed by three bilingual research assistants (RAs), all seniors in 
SHS at UIUC. Two of these RAs, Itzel Abundis and Yazmin Camarena, identify as Mexican-
American females and have been exposed to Mexican Spanish and English from birth. The third 
RA, Elena Frizzell, identifies as a White American female. At the time of the study, she was also 
minoring in Spanish, a language she had been studying for more than 10 years, both in the 
United States and Spain. Elena had also worked with several individuals on the autism spectrum 
as part of her job as an inclusion aide.  
Dissertation Committee Members 
    In addition to Dr. DeThorne, the dissertation committee included two professors from the SHS 
Department at UIUC (Dr. Cynthia Johnson and Dr. Marie Moore Channell) and one professor 
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and interim chair of the Department of Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences at San 
Francisco State University (Dr. Betty Yu). At the time of the study, Dr. Johnson was serving as 
an Associate Professor, Director of Graduate Studies, and a certified SLP with more than 35 
years of research expertise on syntactic, phonological, and narrative development in children as 
well as on the examination of the link between language competency and early writing skills. Dr. 
Marie Channell was an assistant professor with research expertise on the development of 
linguistic, cognitive, and socio-emotional skills among individuals with Down Syndrome and 
other neurodevelopmental conditions associated with intellectual disability such as autism and 
fragile x syndrome. Lastly, Dr. Yu was an associate professor and certified SLP with research 
expertise on the use of Conversation Analysis to examine the communication experiences of 
children on the autism spectrum and their families within bilingual contexts.  
Design 
     This dissertation took an interactional, conversation-analytic approach to the analysis of 
language alternation in mundane, naturalistic conversations between a bilingual autistic 
participant and two familiar co-interactants. In addition to procedures traditionally used in CA, 
an assessment battery was administered prior to the collection of conversational data; semi-
structured interviews were conducted at different points in the study; and documental artifacts 
were collected from participants. More detailed information will be offered in forthcoming 
sections. This research project was approved by the University of Illinois Review Board; see 
Appendix A.  
Recruitment of Focal Participants 
     Efforts to recruit focal participants concentrated on invitational announcements, internet 
posts, flyers, and emails distributed through the Latin-American Autism Society (LAS). LAS is a 
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non-profit organization supporting Latin-American families of autistic people in the Midway 
City area, where the researcher had volunteered for 11 months by the time the study started. The 
researcher shared and discussed the written consent form with all interested individuals9 and 
provided the opportunity for them to discuss participation with their trusted friends and/or family 
members. Two individuals consented to serve as focal participants: Anna Lynn and Alejandro10. 
Both participated in the initial interview and completed the assessment battery; however, only 
Alejandro’s co-interactants responded positively to the researcher’s invitation to partake in this 
study. Consequently, Alejandro was selected as the sole focal participant, and Anna Lynn’s data 
collection was discontinued. The following sections focus on the data collection procedures 
implemented with Alejandro and his co-interactants. 
Initial Semi-Structured Interviews  
     In the initial semi-structured interview with Alejandro, the researcher sought to identify 
Alejandro’s frequent co-interactants, the activities in which they engaged, the settings where 
these activities unfolded, and the languages they used; see Appendix B. Efforts were made to 
identify co-interactants with different relationships to Alejandro (e.g., family, friends, 
acquaintances) as well as varied linguistic (monolingual vs. bilingual) and neurocognitive 
(autistic vs. non-autistic) profiles.  
    Based on Alejandro’s answers, the researcher identified seven potential secondary 
participants, four of whom accepted the researcher’s invitation to participate in an interview:  
Alejandro’s mom (Doña Maca), sister (Emiliana), and twin friends (Clark and Wayne). The 
initial interview with potential secondary participants focused on obtaining their perspectives 
 
9 All documents, instruments, and procedures were offered to participants in English and Spanish, except for the 
Observation Rating Scale that was only available in English 
10 Pseudonyms will be used to refer to people, places, and animals. 
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about their interactions with Alejandro, including the nature, frequency, setting, and language(s) 
of such communicative exchanges; see Appendix C.   
     Interview data revealed that Alejandro interacted most frequently with Doña Maca and 
Emiliana during mealtimes at home. In these home interactions, conversations between Doña 
Maca and Alejandro always occurred in Spanish. In contrast, communicative exchanges 
involving Emiliana often involved the use of both English and Spanish, with a preference for 
English on the side of Alejandro. Lastly, Alejandro’s interactions with his twin friends, Clark 
and Wayne, occurred less often (once or twice month) and were almost always sustained 
exclusively in English (a description later confirmed by the research team). Given the 
researcher’s interest in everyday bilingual conversations, this dissertation study focused on 
Alejandro’s interactions with Doña Maca, and Emiliana during mealtimes11.  
Instruments and Procedures  
     After the initial interviews and prior to the observation and recording of conversational data, 
Alejandro, Doña Maca, and Emiliana completed a socio-demographic survey, an observational 
rating scale, and two self-report questionnaires in the language of their choice, on their own time, 
and without assistance from the investigator. These instruments gathered information about the 
participants’ socio-demographic, neurocognitive, and linguistic profiles for descriptive purposes 
and included: a brief survey designed by the researcher (Appendix D); the Observational Rating 
Scale (ORS) from the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals, 5th Edition (CELF-5; Wiig 
et al., 2013); the Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q; Marian et al., 
2007) (Appendix E); the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire with impact supplement (SDQ; 
 
11 Though a single three-hour-long interactional encounter between Alejandro and his twin friends was also video-
recorded, the absence of language alternation led the research team to decide against the inclusion of the video in the 
study’s data. This decision was further supported by the greater quality of audio in recordings of the conversations 
between Alejandro and his family relative to interactions with his friends.  
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Goodman, 1997, 1999; Goodman & Goodman, 2009) (Appendix F); and the Autism Symptoms 
Self-Report for Adolescents and Adults12 (ASSERT; Posserud et al., 2013) (Appendix G). In 
addition, Alejandro took four subtests from the CELF- (see Table 2 at the end of the description 
of participants), and Doña Maca offered the following supplementary artifacts relevant to 
Alejandro’s medical and educational history: (a) an Individual Education Program (IEP) 
developed when Alejandro was 18 years old; (b) two reports of psychological assessments 
conducted when Alejandro was 18 and 21 years old; and (c) a report of a psychiatric diagnostic 
evaluation conducted when Alejandro was 25 years old. The investigator conducted follow-up 
interviews to give participants the opportunity to ask questions about the research instruments, to 
elaborate on their answers to the questionnaires and the scale, and to comment on the 
information included in the documental artifacts. Further information about the instruments used 
in this study is presented in Table 2 at the end of the description of participants. 
 Description of Participants  
    The following section presents information about the participants’ socio-demographic, 
neurocognitive, and linguistic profiles, gathered through the research instruments and the 
documental artifacts. 
Alejandro 
     Socio-demographic profile. Based on results from the socio-demographic survey and the 
LEAP-Q, Alejandro was a 26-year-old man who identified as Latino/Hispanic without affiliation 
to any specific country in Latin-America and complete identification with “US-American” 
culture. He was born in Midway City in midwestern United States (US) and grew up in El 
 
12 Though the ASSERT has not been validated in English or for individuals older than 19 (Posserud, personal 
communication, August 8, 2018). However, previous studies have highlighted its screening properties across the 
adult age span (Posserud et al., 2013). The items translated from Norwegian into English were taken directly from 
Posserud et al. (2013) 
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Pueblo, a Midway City neighborhood inhabited mainly by Mexican-Americans and individuals 
of Mexican origin. Alejandro lived with his mom Doña Maca, his sister Emiliana, and his cat 
Lucky. He spent most of his day alone at home while his mother and sister were at work. During 
the day, he typically did some exercise in the morning, helped with household chores in the 
afternoon, and engaged in hobbies during the evening. Among these hobbies were playing 
videogames, watching sports, comics movies and Japanese anime, and reading sports 
autobiographies and comic books. 
    As a child, Alejandro attended a kindergarten within an autism program. He then moved to a 
monolingual primary school that did not have such a program but provided him with a bilingual 
educational aid. As recorded in his 2012 IEP, in secondary school, the participant followed “the 
standard curriculum in all subject areas” and demonstrated strengths in “computers and 
technology” while exhibiting consistent difficulties with “reading comprehension and writing 
skills.” He graduated from high school in 2012 at age 19 and then took some college courses and 
participated in several culinary arts programs with the goal of getting a job in the restaurant 
industry. By the time this study ended, Alejandro had held three summer jobs but was 
unemployed at the time. He had been admitted to a program that helped people with disabilities 
to find jobs. 
    Alejandro’s socio-demographic information is summarized in Table 3 together with 
comparable information from his co-interactants, Doña Maca and Emiliana. 
     Neurocognitive profile. Alejandro was born at term and eventlessly. He didn’t crawl, and he 
didn’t walk until he was 18 months. Medical records specify that as a boy he was very sensitive 
to sounds and exhibited repetitive behaviors (e.g., jumping up and down on his bed for hours) 
and restricted interests (e.g., playing a part of a movie over and over). He did not “interact well 
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with family or peers” and made little eye contact. Doña Maca related that before turning five, 
Alejandro communicated only with vocalizations, and his only verbal productions were 
repetitions of what she said. Around this age, he was diagnosed with autism and speech/language 
impairment and started receiving services, including speech/language therapy, which his mom 
thinks he received since he was in kindergarten and until he graduated from high school.  
    Alejandro was re-evaluated in 2012, 2015, and 2019 by two clinical psychologists and a 
medical doctor certified in psychiatry and neurology. These clinicians reiterated his previous 
diagnosis of “autism spectrum disorder” and specified “without language impairment13” and 
“with accompanying intellectual impairment.” They described Alejandro as being “moderately 
symptomatic” (rating of 4 on the Clinical Global Impression Severity Scale, CGI-S) and as 
experiencing “borderline intellectual functioning” (Full Scale IQ of 76 on the Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale, WAIS IV); see Table 4 at the end of the description of participants for 
Alejandro’s scores on the WAIS-IV administered to him in 2015. No other co-occurring 
conditions were reported by Alejandro or his family, or in the documental artifacts collected for 
this study.      
    Two self-report screening tools were used in this study to gather further information about 
Alejandro’s neurocognitive profile: the SDQ with impact supplement and the ASSERT. 
Alejandro’s Total Difficulties Score of 12 on the SDQ fell within the “close to average” 
category14 for general mental health; Sub-scores on all SDQ scales fell within the “close to 
average category” as well except for Alejandro’s score on the peer problems scale which 
suggested a “slightly raised” risk for mental health problems. Salient difficulties included the 
 
13 None of these clinicians evaluated Alejandro’s speech/language performance extensively. See results of CELF-5 
in upcoming sections.  
14 This categorization system had only been validated with individuals ages 4 to 17 by the time this study was 
completed. 
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participant’s (a) feelings of fear and worry; (b) hyperactivity and inattention (e.g., constant 
fidgeting/squirming and difficulty to concentrate); and (c) difficulty getting along with peers as 
well as he does with older individuals. Strengths on the SDQ related to Alejandro’s (a) conduct 
(e.g., not losing his temper often) and (b) pro-social behavior (e.g., caring about people’s 
feelings).  
     Based on Alejandro’s answers to the SDQ impact supplement, his difficulties are “minor” and 
“upset or distress” him “only a little.” They do not (a) do not affect “at all” his ability to get 
along with family, make and keep friends, and enjoy hobbies, sports, and leisure activities, and 
they (b) offer only minor trouble to those around him (e.g., family and friends). In Alejandro’s 
view, his difficulties do interfere “a little” with “work or study.” Alejandro’s score on the impact 
supplement from the SDQ was 0/10, which suggests that in his own perception of the difficulties 
that he experiences cause only minimal distress and impairment.  
    In the ASSERT, Alejandro reported having trouble “perceiving social cues” and “socializing 
with, or getting in touch with people,” especially peers. He also was reported to have “very set 
routines” and “a strong interest or hobby that absorbs so much of your (his) time that it hampers 
other activities.” The participant’s score of 7 can be considered borderline for risk of autism, 
(Posserud et al. 2013).  
    Alejandro’s scores on the SDQ and the ASSERT are presented along with the scores of Doña 
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     Linguistic profile. 
     General language performance as measured by CELF-5. Alejandro chose to complete the 
standardized tests from the CELF-5 in English. The researcher invited him to take the same 
tests15 in Spanish by the end of the study, but the participant declined the invitation. 
    Since at the time of the study the CELF-5 provided norm-referenced scores only for 
individuals ages 5 to 21;11, the participant’s scores will be gauged against those of individuals 
ages 17:0 to 21:11 in the normative sample for descriptive purposes only. Admittedly, such 
comparisons must be taken with caution. 
    Alejandro’s scaled score of 6 or lower on each CELF test fell more than one standard 
deviations below the mean of individuals ages 17 to 21:11; see Table 5 at the end of the 
description of participants. At the 9th percentile (the highest), the participant’s performance on 
each test can be characterized as “low to very low” (Wiig et al. 2013). Similarly, Alejandro’s 
Core Language Score of 54 fell slightly more than three SD below the mean, implying that his 
overall performance was superior only to that of 0.1% of individuals between 17 and 21:11 years 
old in the normative sample. This ranking suggests “severe” language difficulties (Wiig et al. 
2013). 
     To contextualize the norm-referenced test scores and to get a more complete picture of 
Alejandro’s communication weaknesses and strengths at home, both he and D. Maca completed 
the Observational Rating Scale (ORS). In the ORS, respondents are asked to rate the frequency 
of occurrence of 40 “communication problems” in the areas of listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing. They are also asked to identify the five communication problems (out of the 40 on the 
ORS) that concern them the most.  
 
15 From the CELF-4, though, as the Spanish version of the CELF-5 was not available at the time of the study.  
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    Alejandro’s and his mom’s frequency ratings coincided only in 9 of the 40 items on the ORS, 
with a tendency of Doña Maca to report greater frequency of occurrence of the communication 
problem at stake (29/40 items). Across raters, communicative difficulties were reported to occur 
less often in reading and writing and more frequently in listening and speaking. Salient 
communication problems in listening and speaking—rated by both D. Maca and Alejandro as 
happening “often” or “always/almost always” included trouble “following spoken directions” 
and “understanding what people are saying;” talking “in short, choppy sentences,” and (d) 
“getting upset when people don’t understand.” The problems that concern Doña Maca and 
Alejandro the most all fell in the areas of listening (2/5) and speaking (3/5). Both reporters said 
to be most concerned about Alejandro’s trouble “expressing thoughts” and “staying on the 
subject when talking.”  
      Bilingual status. According to Alejandro’s answers to the LEAP-Q, he was exposed to 
Spanish from birth but did not say his first sentences in this language until he was seven years 
old. His formal learning of English started at age 6, though he was exposed to it from an early 
age as well. Alejandro considers Spanish his first language, in spite of describing English as his 
dominant language.  
    At the time of the study, Alejandro reported that his overall exposure and proficiency in 
English was greater than his exposure and proficiency in Spanish, with the greatest difference 
being in terms of his ability and frequency of exposure to each language through reading. 
Alejandro said that he did not think he had a “foreign accent” in any of his languages and 
reported that people “never” identify him as a “non-native speaker” of English or Spanish. In 
terms of language preference, Alejandro reported no preference when choosing between English 
and Spanish to speak to a person who is equally fluent in both of these languages. Nevertheless, 
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he admitted preferring English over Spanish when choosing a language to read a text originally 
written in a third language. When asked about this preference in a follow-up interview, 
Alejandro said that he didn’t recall when he began reading in Spanish and reported difficulties 
reading in this language.  
     Overall, based on his answers to the LEAP-Q and the interviews with the researcher, 
Alejandro can be described as an English-dominant bilingual. Alejandro’s responses to the 
LEAP-Q are presented in Table 6 at the end of the description of participants along with those of 
Doña Maca and Emiliana.  
Emiliana 
     Socio-demographic profile. At the time of the study, Emiliana was a 28-year-old woman 
who identified as Latina/Hispanic. Like her brother Alejandro, she was born in Midway City and 
grew up in El Pueblo. In the LEAP-Q, Emiliana reported high (8/10) identification with Mexican 
culture and complete identification (10/10) with both Mexican-American and US-American 
culture. By the time her participation in the study ended, Emiliana had a bachelor’s degree in 
psychology and was employed in a clinic as a service specialist.  
     Neurocognitive profile. Emiliana reported experiencing a generalized anxiety disorder and 
depression. This was consistent with results from the SDQ according to which the participant’s 
total difficulties can be categorized as “very high.” Likewise, except for Emiliana’s score on the 
peer problems scale, all her scores on the SDQ scales were at least slightly raised with respect to 
what would be considered average for mental health. Most salient difficulties were associated 
with emotions while relative strengths related to peer relationships and pro-social behavior. Per 
Emiliana’s responses to the SDQ supplement, the difficulties she experienced had been present 
for more than one year at the time she completed the instrument. Though the participant 
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described these difficulties as “minor,” she reported that they “upset or distress” her “quite a lot” 
and made it “quite a lot” harder for those around her. Emiliana’s difficulties interfered the most 
with her ability to get along with people she is close to (e.g., family) and to enjoy hobbies, 
sports, and leisure activities. They interfered less with work or study and did not have any impact 
on Emiliana’s ability to make and keep friends. Emiliana’s impact score of 3 suggested that her 
difficulties caused a rather “high” amount of overall distress and impairment. 
    Emiliana’s score on the ASSERT was low (2/14) if compared to her total difficulties score on 
the SDQ (23/40). A possible explanation for this disparity is the fact that the SDQ screens for 
general mental health issues while the ASSERT screens specifically for autism symptoms. 
Problems specified on the ASSERT related exclusively to the “inappropriate” or “hurtful” 
quality of her “behavior or emotional responses.” 
     Linguistic profile.  
     Bilingual status. In the LEAP-Q Emiliana reported to be English-dominant, despite her 
earlier acquisition of Spanish. However, when asked to report her level of proficiency by area 
(speaking, reading, and understanding spoken language), she said to have a perfect command 
(10/10) of both English and Spanish. Consistently, she did not report any preference for any of 
her languages in conversations with other Spanish/English bilinguals. In the same vein, Emiliana 
said to have “almost none” or a “very light” foreign accent in English and Spanish 
correspondingly, and to rarely be perceived as a non-native speaker of her languages. Emiliana’s 
overall and context-specific exposure to English was very similar to her exposure to Spanish. 
Relative to Alejandro and Doña Maca, Emiliana appears to be closer to what the literature 
describes as a balanced bilingual.  
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Doña Maca 
     Sociolinguistic profile. Doña Maca was a 62-year-old woman who identified as 
Latina/Hispanic. She was born and grew up in Mexico, where she completed her high school 
education, and moved to Midway City when she was 25. She has lived and worked in El Pueblo 
since then. Based on the LEAP-Q, Doña Maca identified completely with Mexican culture 
(10/10) and highly (8/10) with US-American culture. 
     Neurocognitive profile. Doña Maca did not report to experience any form of disability other 
than being “a little hard of hearing.” Her score on each scale of the SDQ as well as her total 
difficulties score fell in the “close to average” category16. Most reported difficulties (3/4) fell in 
the area of emotional problems and included “worrying a lot” and feeling “nervous in new 
situations.” In the impact supplement, however, Doña Maca said that she does not experience 
any trouble in relation to emotions, concentration, conduct, and relationships with other people. 
Her SDQ impact score was consequently zero. Doña Maca did not report any problem with 
social understanding and the intensity/flexibility of her interests and routines in the ASSERT 
either, thereby obtaining a score of zero.  
     Linguistic profile. 
     Bilingual status. In the LEAP-Q, Doña Maca said to have better command of (Mexican) 
Spanish in all areas (i.e., speaking, understanding, and reading), to be more frequently exposed to 
this language, and to prefer it when talking to Spanish/English bilinguals. Comparatively, in 
Doña Maca’s opinion, her level of proficiency in English is only “fair” in speaking and 
“adequate” when it comes to understanding spoken language and reading. Perhaps for this 
reason, she described her accent in English as “pervasive” and reported to “always” be identified 
 
16 Importantly, per SDQ guidelines, even scores of zero—on any scale or in the total difficulties score—fall within 
this “close to average” category.       
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as a non-native speaker of English. Based on her answers to the LEAP-Q, Doña Maca could be 
described as a Spanish-dominant bilingual.  
    Tables 2 through 6 present the instruments used to gather information about the participants’ 
socio-demographic, neurocognitive, and linguistic profiles, and summarize the descriptive 
information presented in the sections above. 
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Table 2. Instruments Used to Gather Information About the Participants 
Profile Instrument Target information Scales/Subtests Participants 
Socio-
demographic 
Survey Name, preferred pseudonym, sex, gender, 







Bilingual status based on self-reported acquisition 
order and contributors, dominance, proficiency, 





CELF 5 Language/communication strengths and 


























Perceived weaknesses and strengths regarding 
emotions, conduct, hyperactivity/inattention, peer 
relationships, and pro-social behavior, as 





• Conduct problems 
• Hyperactivity 




ASSERT Perceived difficulties with social understanding 
and intensity/flexibility of interests and routines 
NA All 
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Table 3. Socio-Demographic Information About Participants 
 
Type of Information Alejandro Emiliana Doña Maca 
Birthplace US US Mexico 
 
Age 26 25 62 
 
Sex/gender identity Man/male Woman/female Woman/female 
 
Racial/ethnic identity Latino/Hispanic Latino/Hispanic Latino/Hispanic 
 
Country of affiliation in Latin America None Mexico Mexico 
 
Culture of identification US-American Mexican-American, American, Mexican Mexican, American 
 
Highest education level Some college College High school 
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Table 4. SDQ, ASSERT, and WAIS-IV Scores 
Instrument Scale or Question Alejandro Emiliana Doña 
Maca 
SDQ Emotional problems scale 3a 10 4 
Conduct problems scale 2 5 0 
Hyperactivity scale 4 6 1  
Peer problems scale 3 2 0  
Pro-social scale 9 10 9  
Total difficulties scoreb 12 23 5 
Impact score: 0  3  0  
 
ASSERT  Difficulty socializing/getting in touch with people, especially people of same 
agec 
1d 0 0 
Preference for being alone rather than with other people 1 0 0 
Difficulty perceiving social cues 2 0 0 
Behavior/emotional responses found inappropriate/hurtful by others 0 2 0 
Strong interest/hobby that absorbs so much time that it hampers other 
activities 
1 0 0 
Very set routines or immersion in own interests 1 0 0 
Imposition of routines/interests on others 1 0 0 
Total ASSERT score 7 2 0 
 
WAIS-IV Verbal comprehension 74 (4th percentile: 
borderline) 
NAe NA 
Perceptual reasoning 90 (25th percentile: average) NA NA 
Working memory 77 (6th percentile: 
borderline) 
NA NA 
Processing speed 79 (8th percentile: 
borderline) 
NA NA 
Full scale 76 (5th percentile: 
borderline) 
NA NA 
a Scores on each SDQ scale range from 0 to 10. Categorization of scores on each scale varies. 
b Generated by summing scores from all scales except the pro-social behavior scales, with each scale contributing between 0 and 10 points, for a total of 0 
to 40 points. 
c See Appendix G for exact wording of the questions.  
d Scores range from 0 to 2 and correspond with the following descriptors: “Not true” =0; “Somewhat true” =1; and “Certainly true” =2.  
e NA=Not apply 
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Table 5. Alejandro’s Scores on the CELF Tests 
Test/ Score Purpose: 
Evaluate ability to 
Raw 
Score 












Formulate semantically and 
grammatically correct sentences 
of increasing length and 
complexity within given semantic, 
syntactic, and pragmatic 
constraints  
27 2 1-4 -2.67 SD 0.4 0.1-2 
Recalling 
Sentences 
Listen to spoken sentences of 
increasing length and complexity, 
and repeat sentences without 
changing word meaning and 
content, word structure, or 
sentence structure  




Sustain attention and focus while 
listening to spoken paragraphs, 
create meaning from oral 
narratives and text, answer 
questions about the content of the 
information given, and use critical 
thinking strategies for interpreting 
beyond the given information 
9 6 4-8 -1.32 SD 9 2-25 
Semantic 
Relationships 
Interpret sentences that make 
comparisons, identify location or 
direction, specify time 
relationships, include serial order, 
or are expressed in passive voice 
0 1 1-3 -3 SD 0.1 0.1-1 
Sum of Scaled 
Scores 
  10     
Core Language 
Scoreb 
 54 49-59 -3 SD 0.1 <0.1-0.3 
 
a Scales scores are on a normalized score scale with a mean of 10 and a standard deviation (SD) of 3 
b Core Language Score is on a normalized standard score scale with a mean of 100 and SD=15
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Table 6. Results of the LEAP-Q for Alejandro, Emiliana, and Doña Maca 
Aspect Alejandro Emiliana Doña Maca 
English Spanish English Spanish English Spanish 
Order of acquisition 2 1 2 1 2 1 
Order of dominance 1 2 1 2 2 1 
Age acquisition began 6 0 5 0 20 0 
Level of proficiencya Speaking 10 8 10 10 3 10 
Understanding 10 8 10 10 5 10 
Reading 10 6 10 10 5 10 
Factors contributing to acquisitionb Interacting with friends  10 10 10 10 5 5 
Interacting with family 9 10 10 10 5 10 
Reading 9 5 10 10 5 5 
Language tapes/self-
instruction 
0 0 1 8 1 0 
Watching TV 10 10 10 10 5 10 
Listening to the radio 10 10 10 10 5 10 
Current exposure to languages in 
different contexts c 
Interacting with friends 10 9 9 9 5 10 
Interacting with family 10 10 9 10 10 10 
Watching TV 10 10 9 9 5 10 
Listening to radio/music 10 9 9 9 10 10 
Reading 10 6 9 9 5 5 
Language lab/self-
instruction 
0 0 9 9 1 0 
Percentage of time participants choose each of their languages to 
speak to someone who is equally fluent in both languages 
50% 50% 50% 50% 20% 80% 
Percentage of time participants choose each of their languages to 
read a text available originally in a third language 
60% 40% 60% 40% 50% 50% 
Participants’ perceived extent of a foreign accent in their languagesd 0 0 1 2 10 0 
Frequency with which others identify participants as non-native 
speakers of their languagesc 
0 0 2 2 10 0 
a Scale of 0 to 10, where 0=none, 1=very low, 2=low, 3=fair, 4=slightly less than adequate, 5=adequate, 6=slightly more than adequate, 7=good, 8=very good, 9=excellent, 10=perfect 
b Continuum between 0 and 10, where 0=not a contributor, 1=minimal contributor, 5=moderate contributor, 10=most important contributor 
c Continuum between 0 and 10, where 0=never, 1=almost never, 5=half of the time, 10=always 
d Scales of 0 to 10, where 0=none, 1=almost none, 2=very light, 3=light, 4=some, 5=moderate, 6=considerable, 7=heavy, 8=very heavy, 9=extremely heavy, 10=pervasive
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Preliminary Observations of Conversational Interactions 
    Prior to the recording of conversational data, the researcher conducted two observation 
sessions. The first preliminary observation session consisted of a breakfast with the participants 
at their home’s kitchen, where the data used in this study was collected. The second preliminary 
observation session focused on installing and teaching the participants how to use the research 
equipment so that they could record their conversations themselves. Of importance, the 
researcher asked the participants not to record their interactions over the four days following the 
installation of the equipment in order to desensitize them to it. The second preliminary 
observation session also included breakfast with the participants at home and lunch at one of the 
focal participant’s favorite restaurants in El Pueblo before and after the installation of the 
research equipment. Altogether preliminary observation sessions provided a space for the 
researcher and the participants to collaboratively manage recording logistics, for the participants 
to become familiar with and habituated to the research equipment, and for all parties to feel more 
comfortable around each other. 
Recording of Conversational Interactions 
    The data included 6 hours, 27 minutes of naturalistic interaction between Alejandro, Doña 
Maca, and Emiliana during mealtime activities were audio and video-recorded by the 
participants themselves over a two-week period between June 27 and July 12, 2019. The 
recordings were made using a Canon VIXIA HF R800 tripod-mounted video camera, a Movo 
LV1 Lavalier clip-on omnidirectional condenser microphone, and a Sony icdpx370 digital voice 
recorder. Five of the videos featured the focal participant and his mom, and four featured the 
focal participant, his mom, and his sister. All video and audio-recordings were stored in Box, a 
cloud-based storage service, and in an external hard drive. They were then imported into 
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Transana, a qualitative research software, where they were analyzed by the research team 
members. 
    Table 7 presents information about the recordings in this study’s data and the analysts who 
participated in each analytical stage.  













CS1 6/27/2019 00:51:43 
 
R, RA2 R, RA1 R, RAs 
 
CS2 6/28/2019 00:23:06 
 
R, RA1 R, RA2 R, RAs 
 
CS3 6/29/2019 00:38:45 R, RA1 R, RA2 
 
R, RA2, RA3 




















CS9 7/12/2019 01:00:00 R, RA2 R, RA3 R, RA2, RA3 
      
Total ~06:27:00  
Note. CS= Conversational sample (video); R=researcher; RA1=Itzel; RA2=Yazmin; RA3=Elena; RAs=all three 
research assistants; NA= Not apply 
 
 
Analytical Stage 1: Identification of Salient Behaviors and Definition of the Focus of the 
Study 
     Consistent with conversation-analytic procedures, data analysis started with a period of 
familiarization and inductive exploration of the videos in the data set (Bottema-Beutel, 2017; 
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Korkiakangas, 2018). Specifically, during this first analytical stage, the researcher and one RA 
(see Table 7 above) watched each of the nine videos independently and at least three times to (a) 
familiarize themselves with the data (co-interactants, physical space, activities) and (b) identify 
salient verbal and non-verbal behaviors of the focal participant that had the potential to be 
interactionally-meaningful. To facilitate subsequent discussions of independent observations, the 
analysts used Transana to create time-coded, verbatim transcripts of the stretches of conversation 
where salient behaviors occurred and to document the reason why the conduct had stood out to 
them (e.g., frequency, unconventionality, bilingual nature).  
     Following their independent viewing of the videos, the researcher and the corresponding RA 
met to discuss their observations. During these meetings, they watched segments of the videos 
where salient behaviors were instantiated, discussed their rationale for considering these 
conducts salient, and agreed on a label or name to give to each identified behavior. The 
researcher kept analytic memos (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) of these discussions. He also combined 
the verbatim transcripts that the RA and himself had independently created for each relevant 
conversational segment into a single preliminary transcript. This preliminary transcript was then 
imported and time-coded in Transana, and the resulting clips (segments of video) were stored in 
collections; i.e., digital folders containing all the examples (instances) of an identified 
phenomenon (e.g., language alternation collection).  
     By the end of this first analytical stage, the researchers had identified seven salient behaviors 
that had the potential to be interactionally-meaningful and had therefore answered the study’s 
first research question: What behaviors are salient and potentially interactionally-meaningful in 
ordinary, naturalistic conversations between the focal participant and two of his familiar co-
interactants? Of these behaviors, the team decided to narrow the scope of the study to 
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Spanish/English language alternation due to their shared interest in bilingualism among autistic 
individuals and the contribution it could make to the literature. This decision was supported 
through discussion with the Chair of the researcher’s dissertation study.  
    In sum, this first pass over the data ended with the identification of a salient and potentially 
interactionally-meaningful behavior on which to focus (i.e., language alternation) and the 
production of preliminary verbatim transcripts of the stretches of conversations where language 
alternation was instantiated.  
Analytical Stage 2: Functions and Properties of Language Alternation 
Building of the Collection of Language Alternation Instances  
    The decided focus led to the need to identify all instances of language alternation within the 
data set. Accordingly, the researcher and one RA independently revisited the videos in order to 
locate all instances of language alternation by the focal participant, identify the boundaries of the 
interactional episodes wherein these instances occurred, and produce verbatim transcripts of such 
interactional episodes. To guide the analysts’ work toward these goals, several working 
definitions were set in place. First and foremost, language alternation was defined as Alejandro’s 
shift between languages across and within turns, i.e., inter-turn and intra-turn language 
alternation correspondingly. Inter-turn language alternation was further described as Alejandro’s 
use of language B either when he had used language A in his previous turn at talk or when his 
co-interactant had used language A in the immediately preceding turn. Intra-turn language 
alternation, on the other hand, was understood as Alejandro’s shift between languages either 
within the same utterance (i.e., within the same turn-constructional unit, TCU17) or across 
 
17 In CA, a turn constructional unit is defined as a unit of talk that (a) can be lexical, phrasal, clausal or sentential; 
(b) is foreshadowed and marked through syntax, prosody, gaze, etc.; and (c) constitutes a recognizable action 
(Clayman & Gill, 2004; Schegloff, 2007; Zhang Waring, 2017).  
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utterances within a single turn (i.e., across TCUs). Lastly, an interactional episode was defined as 
a stretch of interaction where all turns can be linked to the same topic and/or activity (Heritage & 
Sorjonen, 1994). These cohesive units were further characterized as often being (a) set off from 
other interactional episodes by relatively long pauses in talk and (b) triggered by readily 
identifiable events.  
    Consistent with Levitt et al. (2018), consensus passes between the researcher and the 
corresponding RA were conducted to reach agreement on the boundaries of interactional 
episodes, the examples of language alternation therein contained, and the content of transcripts. 
The researcher imported agreed-upon verbatim transcripts into Transana where he complemented 
them with relevant marks from the CA transcription system (Heritage & Atkinson, 1984) and 
Mondada’s (2016) conventions for multimodal transcriptions; see Appendix H for a list of the 
transcription conventions used in this study. He also time-coded these more detailed transcripts 
and saved the resulting clips in the collection of language alternation instances.  
Determining the Functionality and Properties of Code-Switching 
    To sequentially analyze the instances of language alternation in the homonymous collection, 
data sessions between the researcher and at least two RAs (see Table 7 above) were conducted 
as is customary in conversation-analytic research (Stevanovic & Weiste, 2017). Specifically, 
during these sessions the analysts engaged in an inductive, turn-by-turn analysis of detailed 
transcripts and their corresponding clips in order to determine which instances of language 
alternation could be considered code-switching and to establish the structural and indexical 
properties of those instances. Data sessions thereby allowed the research team to answer the 
second and third research question, namely: Is language alternation interactionally-meaningful? 
And if so, what are the structural and indexical properties of the code-switching instances?  
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    Typical data sessions comprised of five steps: (1) summary of observations from previous data 
sessions; (2) individual reading of CA transcripts of the interactional episodes where language 
alternation instances were contained; (3) repeated viewing together of corresponding video clips 
from Transana; (4) modifications of the transcript—when necessary; and (5) discussion of 
observations regarding the indexical and structural properties of cases in the study’s language 
alternation collection. The researcher kept analytic memos of each data session.  
Video-Elicitation Interviews  
    In line with the conversation-analytic tradition, the findings discussed in Chapter 3 resulted 
chiefly from the implementation of CA procedures for data collection and analysis. However, in 
this study, the research team also drew on video-elicitation interviews (Henry & Fetters, 2012) to 
improve their understanding of Alejandro’s language alternation behavior and the situations in 
the interactional episodes examined in data sessions. Specifically, four separate video-elicitation 
interviews (two with Alejandro, one with Doña Maca, and one with Emiliana) were conducted at 
the participants’ home and when seven18 of the nine videos in the data had been analyzed in data 
sessions. During these interviews, the researcher showed the participants some of the 
interactional episodes in the data, allowed them to comment on the video, and then asked them a 
series of questions specific to each episode, including questions about the language alternation 
instances therein contained. The interactional episodes shown to participants are listed in Table 8 
below. They were selected on the basis of their density of language alternation instances, 
similarity with other episodes, and/or the need of the research team to obtain further clarification 
about the situations depicted in the video clip.  
 
 
18 Per informed consent, Alejandro, Doña Maca, and Emiliana’s participation in the study had to finish in December 
2019. At that point, CS7 and CS9 had not been discussed in data sessions.  
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Table 8. Interactional Episodes Used in Video Elicitation Interviews 
Source video Episode 
CS1 Gay story in my Little Pony 











Can you see me? 
Carnitas, güeros, and gangbangers 
¡Cómo Lucky se cambian! 
Why don’t we watch Toy Story for una tercera vez? 
The Rock’s new shoe 





Gossip about Brazil 
The Brazilian flag 





Como Nazis y judíos 
Drink they had during the Middle Ages 
Que gane Perú 




It’s fine. Ese ya está bien. 
Todos hacemos caras 
Bakery story 




Lucky is not interested in your bed anymore 
En la casa de tía Emma 





Millonario amigo de Donald Trump 
Ahorita que está bonito afuera 
Note. CS: Conversational sample (video)  
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CHAPTER 3: FINDINGS 
 
     Six videos comprising more than six hours of naturalistic conversation between Alejandro, 
Doña Maca, and Emiliana were analyzed using conversation-analytic procedures. The following 
sections present the analysts’ findings in relation to (a) salient and potentially interactionally-
meaningful (i.e., functional) behaviors of the focal participant, and (b) the structural and indexical 
properties of functional language alternation instances (code-switching) produced by Alejandro.   
Salient and Potentially Interactionally-Meaningful Behaviors of the Focal Participant 
    During the initial analytic stage of this dissertation study, the research team answered the first 
research question, namely: what behaviors of the focal participant are salient and potentially 
interactionally-meaningful in ordinary, naturalistic conversations between the focal participant 
and two of his familiar co-interactants? Seven such behaviors caught the analysts’ attention, due 
to their recurrence, bilingual nature, seeming multiplicity of functions, and/or atypicality 
(relative to the conduct of Alejandro’s co-interactants). They are listed in Table 9 along with the 
reasons why they stood out to the research team. It is worth highlighting, though, that 
observations about the sequential environment or functionality of behaviors other than code-
switching are only preliminary, as these behaviors were not subjected to systematic 








Table 9.  Salient and Potentially Interactionally-Meaningful Behaviors of the Focal Participant 
 Reason for saliency 






Tapping on objects while trying to 
remember a name/word or while 
waiting for co-interactant’s response 
 
  ✓  
Nodding before, along with, or without 
accompanying talk 
 
✓    
Use of “you know” turn-internally and 
turn-finally, most frequently when 
speaking English 
 
✓    
Laughter tokens preceding a narrative 
 
  ✓  
Use of the alveopalatal click “tsk,” 
most often preceding talk that 
expresses disagreement 
 
✓    
Use of the interjection “oh” to display 
change in epistemic status, among 
other functions    
✓ ✓   
 
Language alternation  
✓ ✓  ✓ 
 
    From the seven behaviors in Table 9, language alternation was chosen as the focus of this 
study, given its frequency, potential functionality, and the interest of the research team in 
bilingualism and autism.  
Functionality of Language Alternation 
     The second analytic stage started with revisiting all video-taped mealtime interactions in 
order to locate all cases of language alternation and transcribe the interactional episodes where 
they were embedded. Their search resulted in the identification of N=237 instance of language 
alternation distributed across 98 interactional episodes. The transcripts of the 98 interactional 
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episodes were then prepared for sequential analysis in data sessions. The results of this analysis 
are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
    The 237 instances of language alternation in the study’s collection were submitted to 
sequential analysis over the course of 15 data analysis sessions in order to determine if they were 
interactionally-meaningful (i.e., served more than a referential function) and could therefore be 
considered code-switching exemplars. This allowed the analysts to answer the second research 
question: Is language alternation interactionally-meaningful?  
    From the 237 instances of language alternation, 89% (212/237) (a) indexed some linguistic 
property of the co-interactants (either the speaker or the recipients) and/or (b) contextualized 
some feature of the ongoing conversation. They were therefore considered instances of code-
switching. Of the 25 instances of language alternation that did not qualify as code-switching, 
68% (17/25) were one-word insertions (e.g., rib, funny19, dragon fruit) and 32% (8/25) were 
alternations whose discursive functionality was not apparent.  
 Structural and Indexical Properties of Code-Switching Instances 
    As mentioned above, 89% (212/237) of the language alternation instances in the study’s 
collection were classified as code-switching during the research team’s data sessions. Data 
sessions also served to sequentially analyze these instances and establish their structural and 
indexical features, thereby allowing the research team to answer the study’s third and last 
research question: What are the structural and indexical properties of the code-switching 
instances? 
    Regarding the structural properties of the code-switching instances, 18% (39/212) were 
described as insertional code-switching while the remaining 82% (173/212) were considered 
 
19 Alejandro reported to not know the Spanish translation for “funny.” His co-interactants as well as the study’s 
conversational data confirm this assertion. Interestingly, his sister inserts “funny” in Spanish utterances too.  
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cases of alternational code-switching. In relation to the indexical characteristics of the code-
switching cases, 59% (125/212) were found to be discourse-related while the remaining 41% 
(87/212) were classified as instances of participant-related code-switching, either providing cues 
to Alejandro’s linguistic preferences/competences or his orientation to the linguistic 
preference/competence of his co-interactants. 
    In the following sections, examples of participant- and discourse-related code-switching, both 
of the insertional and alternational types are presented and discussed. Participant-related 
insertions are discussed first followed by participant-related alternations. Discourse-related 
insertions and alternations are examined last.  
Participant-Related Code-Switching 
     As mentioned in Chapter 1, instances of code-switching that can be associated with speakers’ 
linguistic proficiency/preference or with their orientation to the linguistic 
competencies/predilections of their co-interactants are often categorized as participant-related 
switches. From a structural perspective, these participant-related switches can be either 
insertional or alternational as exemplified in the following sections. 
     Insertional Participant-Related Code-Switching. In Alejandro’s talk, this type of code-
switching usually took the shape of insertions of English words or phrases—most of them nouns 
or noun phrases—in a stretch of talk in Spanish. The majority of these insertional participant-
related switches (91%, 10/11) occurred in conversations between Alejandro and Doña Maca, 
which, as evidenced in the data and reported by the participants, are sustained predominantly in 
Spanish. The greater occurrence of insertions in conversations between Alejandro and his mom 
could be associated with the former’s lower proficiency in Spanish (relative to his English 
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proficiency), which was both reported by the participant himself and corroborated by the 
conversational data collected for this study.  
    The interactional episode presented in Figure 1 (Fig 1) below will serve to illustrate the 
presence of insertional participant-related code-switching in Alejandro’s talk. Alejandro and 
Doña Maca have been watching the news in Spanish. A reporter has been talking about some 
drawings made by immigrant children released from detention centers near the border with 
Mexico. In these drawings, the children depicted themselves with “sad faces behind bars” and 
“under the fixed look of two security guards.” In turn 1, Alejandro turns to look at Doña Maca 
(Fig 1, image 1) and compares the treatment given to these children with that given by Nazis to 
the Jewish people during the holocaust. The switch to English in “Jewish” within this same turn 
seems to be indexical of a lapse in Alejandro’s Spanish proficiency as evidenced by hesitation 
phenomena (Auer, 1984) like the turn-internal pause of six tenths of a second following “nazis” 
and the cut-off in the first “con los--.” Further evidence is provided by focal participant’s non-
verbal conduct. Specifically, during the micropause after “con los--,” Alejandro looks away from 
his mom and down at the table (Fig 1, image 2) to then look back at her after perhaps not finding 
the Spanish word he was trying to retrieve. Lastly, during the video-elicitation interviews, 
Alejandro said he did not know how translate the word into Spanish when asked by the 
researcher. What’s most interesting about this instance, however, is that Alejandro did not simply 
insert the English word. Instead, he seems to have made an effort to retrieve the word “judíos”—
or an equivalent lexical item—as corroborated by the various hesitation phenomena surrounding 
the switch to English. This can be taken as evidence of Alejandro’s orientation to the base 
language of this particular interactional episode (i.e., Spanish) and to the “other-languageness” 
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(Gafaranga, 2000, p.336) of “Jewish.” Note that Doña Maca orients to the other-languageness of 
the word too as corroborated by her provision of the Spanish word “Judíos” in turn 4.
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Figure 1 















 Turn Speaker Original utterance Translated utterance 
 (.)    
 (.)    
 (.)    
→ 1 Alejandro: Es como los #nazis# (0.6) era* con los@--@ con los 
Jewi[sh].                   
It’s like #nazis#(0.6) was with the@--@ 
with the Jewi[sh]. 
 2 Doña Maca:         [Co]mo los ( ) 
Sí 
                    [Li]ke the ( ) 
Yes 
  (3.7)   
 3 Alejandro: ( ) 
 
 
  (0.4)   
 4 Doña Maca: Como los judíos, hijo Like the Jewish, son 
  (2.3)   
 5 Alejandro: Mmm Mmm 
 
#Image 1#                                                              @Image 2@ 








     Aside from “Jewish,” Alejandro inserted the following English nouns/noun phrases in 
utterances produced in Spanish: “Middle Ages,” “orange blossom,” “blossom,” “chicken fried 
steak,” “corndogs,” “Brazilian way,” “forest,” “llama,” “voice actors,” and “quarter final.” 
Similar hesitation phenomena (e.g., pauses, cut-offs, etc.) were registered in all of these cases, 
perhaps evidencing the focal participant’s effort to retrieve a Spanish word and his orientation to 
the other languageness of the English word he was about to insert. In addition, attempts at 
translating the inserted English term were present for “orange blossom,” “chicken fried steak,” 
and “Brazilian way,” as shown in Table 10 below. These attempts to translate the word that does 
not belong in the language of interaction are referred to in the literature as “medium repair” and 
regarded of as proof of the speakers’ orientation to the other-languageness of the insertion 
(Gafaranga, 2000, p.327) In other words, aware that the word they have inserted does not belong 
in the language of the ongoing conversation, the code-switching speakers attempt to repair the 
deviation by translating the term, which, as shown in Table 10, often results in incomplete or 
ungrammatical translations that provide still further support for a proficiency-based 










Table 10. Insertional Participant-Related Code-Switches Followed by Translation 
Interactional 
episode 
Original utterance Translation 
Onion National 
Day 
Y de: orange blossom 
De naranja 
La blossom que: que es de 
(loquera) 
 
And o:f orange blossom 
Of orange 
The blossom tha:t that is ( ) 
Chicken Fried 
Steak 
Esa es para--pa chicken fried 
steak 
El pollo frita: asada* (.) como 
carne 
 
That is for--for chicken fried  
steak 




Dicen que: (.) se llama el--el 
Brazilian way 
El* manera way brasileños* 
They say tha:t (.) it’s called the--the 
Brazilian way 
The Brazilian way 
 
Alternational Participant-Related Code-Switching. In Alejandro’s talk, alternational 
participant-related switches followed two main patterns. The first pattern was found most 
frequently in conversations between Alejandro and Doña Maca. In it, Alejandro reacted or 
responded with a frequently-used English word and phrases (e.g., “yeah,” “what,” “oh my God”) 
to something that Doña Maca said in Spanish (switch 1). Then he shifted back to Spanish (switch 
2) within the same or in his next turn—in those cases when he continued to contribute to the 
ongoing conversation. Put differently, there were two switches involved in this pattern. Switch 1 
departed from the language used by Doña Maca in her previous turn and was associated with 
Alejandro’s greater proficiency and preference for English. Switch 2 departed from the language 
used by Alejandro in the last turn or part thereof and was associated with his orientation to the 
language of interaction preferred by his mom: Spanish. The interactional episodes in Figures 2 
and 3 will serve to illustrate the pattern of alternational participant-related code-switching 
discussed hitherto. 
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     Before the interactional episode included in Figure 2, Doña Maca and Alejandro had been 
talking about Texas and the meat Texans eat. After a pause of almost 10 seconds, Doña Maca 
starts talking about Doña Norma’s daughters, who happen to be from Texas (turn 1), and shares 
that these women always go to San Antonio’s fair (turn 3). She then adds that this fair is very big 
(turn 5). Alejandro agrees with this assessment (turn 6), but instead of using the Spanish “Ah sí” 
or just “sí,” he says “oh yeah,” and then switches back to Spanish in the next part of the turn to 
elaborate on his answer. Note how Alejandro’s “oh yeah” diverges from the language used by 
Doña Maca in turn 5, and the elaboration that follows it diverges from Alejandro’s own language 
choice in “oh yeah.” In the conversation-analytic approach to language alternation, these 
digressions are frequently said to be either functional or repairable (Gafaranga, 2007). In the 
episode under discussion, Alejandro does not engage in any repair work, but the switches can be 
considered functional, with “oh yeah” providing information about Alejandro’s linguistic 
competence/preference and the switch back to Spanish reflecting his orientation to his mom’s 




























 Turn Speaker Original utterance Translated utterance 
 1 
 
Doña Maca: De ahí son las hijas de: (5.7) Doña 
Norma, la que cuidaba. 
That’ where the daughters o:f (5.7) Doña Norma, the 
one I took care of, are from. 
 2 Alejandro: Mhm?   
 3 Doña Maca: Ellas siempre van a San Antonio. 
A la feria de San Antonio.  
They always go to San Antonio. 
To San Antonio’s fair. 
 4 Alejandro ((Nods))  
 5 Doña Maca: Que es muy grande. Which is very big. 
→ 6 Alejandro:  ((Nods)) 
Oh yeah. 




 7 Doña Maca: Ellas siempre van. They always go. 
 (.)    
 (.)    
 (.)    






    Five other similar instances in which Alejandro responded to something Doña Maca said using 
“yeah” were found in the language alternation collection. In all of these instances, the English 
word opened a turn where Alejandro displayed some form of alignment with Doña Maca’s 
previous turn, either agreeing with what she said or accepting an offer she made. A related 
question that emerged during data sessions was whether Alejandro ever used Spanish equivalents 
(i.e., “sí” or “ah sí”) in this sequential environment. A search in all transcribed episodes revealed 
that Alejandro only uses “sí” when he responds to yes/no questions. In all other contexts (e.g., 
when verbalizing agreement or accepting a request), he uses “oh yeah” or “yeah,” with or 
without subsequent talk within the same turn. This suggests that in Alejandro’s idiolect there 
might be some form of functional specialization of the adverbs under discussion akin to the one 
observed in other language alternation phenomena like fused lects (Auer, 1999). At the same 
time, this seems to corroborate Auer’s (1984) observation that certain action pairs (e.g., 
question/answer) are more strongly tied to each other than other action pairs (e.g., assessment-
comment) and that this tighter link is reflected by coherent language choices, i.e., a question 
delivered in Spanish is more likely to be answered in Spanish while the same does not hold true 
for other initiating/responsive action pairings.  
    The interactional episode in Figure 3 is taken from a longer conversation in which Doña Maca 
tells Alejandro about a millionaire friend of Donald Trump who was accused of women 
trafficking. In turns 1 and 3 Doña Maca describes how the FBI knocked down this millionaire’s 
mansion door. The description is interrupted by an insert sequence in which Doña shares her 
amazement at the price of one of the millionaire’s properties with Alejandro (turn 3). Upon 
hearing the price, and during the pause of half a second between turns 5 and 6, Alejandro swiftly 
turns his head to look at Doña Maca and then utters with high-pitched voice and in surprise: 
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“What?”20 (turn 6). Doña Maca’s nodding in turn 7 validates Alejandro’s reaction, evidences her 
treatment of her son’s turn as something different from a mere request for repetition, and closes 
the insert sequence. She then proceeds with her description of how the FBI tore the mansion door 
down (turns 7 and 9), to which Alejandro reacts in turn 8, deploying an orchestration of gestures 
(head shaking), vocalizations (the alveopalatal click tsk), and the Spanish word (“chinges”).  
     Consistent with the pattern it illustrates, in the interactional episode in Figure 3, Alejandro (a) 
reacts with a frequently-used English word (what?) to something Doña Maca said, and he then 
(b) switches back to Spanish in his next turn, thus departing from his previous language choice 














20 Emiliana deploys “what?!” in the same sequential contexts and with the same meaning in conversations with her 
mom.   
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Figure 3 













  Turn Speaker Original utterance Translated utterance 
  1 Doña 
Maca: 
Se ve com--se ve como en el--el FBI,  They show ho--they show how in the--the FBI, 
   (0.4)   
  2 Alejandro: Mhm  
   (0.3)   
  3 Doña 
Maca: 
Llega a su mansion en Nueva York, 
(1.9) 
Le ROMpe la puerta 
Un puertononón de madera-- 
¿Sabés cuánto vale esa--ese:--esa mansion de ese 
millonario? 
Arrives at his mansion in New York, 
Tears down his door 
A huge wooden door-- 
You know how much is that--tha:t millionaire’s 
mansion? 
  4 Alejandro: ¿Cuánto? How much? 
  5 Doña 
Maca: 
De una de sus propiedades 
((Moving her head forwards)) 
SETENTA MILLONES 
 
One of his properties 
 
SEVENTY MILLION 
   (0.5)   
 → 6 Alejandro: ((turning to look at Doña Maca suddenly)) 




  7 Doña 
Maca: 
((Nods)) 
Y el FBI llegó y prrrr rompió la puerta 
 
And the FBI came and prrrr tore the door down 




  9 Doña 
Maca: 
De madera grandota 
Así bien bonita. 
A huge wooden door 
A really nice one. 
  (.)    
  (.)    
  (.)    
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    The research team found three other instances like the one in turn 6 above. The categorization 
of participant-related coding-switching was supported by the absence of Spanish equivalents 
(e.g., ¡¿Qué?! ¡¿Cómo?!) within similar contexts from the transcripts produced for the study. 
Cases involving other words and phrases (e.g., “please,” “damn,” “shit”) followed the same 
pattern of momentary excursions into English usually followed by a return to Spanish either 
within the same turn or in the following turn.  
     The second pattern of alternational participant-related code-switching in Alejandro’s talk was 
found in conversations that involved both Doña Maca and Emiliana. This pattern can be 
associated with the conversation-analytic concept of recipient design, i.e., speakers’ orientation 
to relevant characteristics of their co-interactants in the production of talk and other actions in 
conversation (Pomerantz & Heritage, 2013). It has been mentioned several times in this report 
that Alejandro is more proficient and has a predilection for English while his mother has a better 
command and prefers Spanish. The language of interaction in conversations between them is 
therefore almost always Spanish. As for conversations between Alejandro and Emiliana, in the 
initial interview the two of them reported to speak to each other in both languages. The 
interactional samples collected for this study corroborated the siblings’ report, but they also 
showed a greater preference for English on the side of Alejandro. Emiliana confirmed this 
impression and shared that, when she speaks to Alejandro in Spanish, he almost always responds 
in English. This does not bother Emiliana since, as mentioned in Chapter 1, she does not have 
any preference for any of her languages when talking with other bilinguals. It can therefore be 
posed that in triadic conversations Alejandro navigates a rather complex scenario where he has to 
accommodate (a) his general preference and greater command of English, (b) his predilection for 
English to talk to his sister, and (c) his mom’s higher proficiency and preference for Spanish. 
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Even so, he skillfully alternated between his languages as evidenced by the interactional episode 
included in Figure 4.  
    Prior to the interactional episode in Figure 4, Alejandro, Doña Maca, and Emiliana had been 
eating at the table and watching a baseball game between the Chicago Cubs (Alejandro’s least 
favorite team) and the Chicago White Sox (Alejandro’s favorite team); see Figure 4, image 1. In 
turn 1, Emiliana makes a comment about the coach of the Chicago Cubs while at the same time 
acknowledging her brother’s dislike for this team. She starts her turn in Spanish while looking at 
the TV and then shifts to English midturn as she turns to look at Alejandro. The change in gaze 
and language choice serve to select Alejandro as the sole recipient of her turn. His nodding in 
turn 2 both reveals that he has understood his sister’s turn allocation and serves as a minimal 
response token. Alejandro soon piggybacks on Emiliana’s comment by talking about Tim 
Anderson, a Black player for The Chicago Sox who helped a community in Danville (Fig 4, turn 
2, image 2). Note how Alejandro’s turn is topically coherent and draws on Emiliana’s positive 
comment about the coach of his least favorite team to tell his sister about the good action of a 
player on his favorite baseball team. Doña Maca, who so far has been only a listener and not a 
ratified participant, looks at Emiliana and ratifies Alejandro’s comment (“¡Ay sí!”) in turn 3. Her 
turn is partially overlapped by Alejandro’s elaboration on Tim Anderson’s action: he helped 
“mostly the kids.” (turn 4)  
    To this point, the conversation has involved mainly the siblings and unfolded predominantly in 
English. Note, however, how Alejandro switches to Spanish in turn 6 as he turns to look at his 
mom (Fig 4, image 3) and tell her about Tim Anderson’s life in Alabama, where he couldn’t play 
baseball because of his race. Alejandro’s shift to Spanish changes the language of interaction—at 
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least momentarily—as evidenced by Emiliana’s repair initiation21 in turn 9, which is delivered in 
Spanish and interrupts her brother’s relation of Tim Anderson’s childhood. In turn 10, Alejandro 
executes repair in English, a language choice that is consistent with his preference for this 
language to talk to his sister22. Emiliana’s repair initiation seems to have taken him back to talk 
about Tim Anderson’s “good actions,” as evidenced by the fact that the content of turn 14 is 
more closely related with that of turn 4 than it is with the content of turn 6. From turn 14 on, the 
situation gets more complicated in terms of language choice for Alejandro: Doña Maca jumps 
into the conversation again and the pace of the conversation increases as evidenced by overlaps 
and latchings. Yet, note how Alejandro skillfully alternates between English and Spanish in 
response to utterances from his two co-interactants. Specifically, he switches from English to 
Spanish in turn 16 in response to Doña Maca’s prolonged “a:h.” Then he shifts back to English 
in turn 18 right after Emiliana utters “that’s awesome!” Lastly, he (a) goes back to Spanish in 
turn 20 as soon as Doña Maca finishes saying “¡Qué lindo!” 
   
 
21 Note how Emiliana’s confusion may be associated with the fact that her comment in turn 1 was about the good 
nature of the coach of the Cubs. She then may have thought that Alejandro’s subsequent talk was about the good 
actions of the coach of the White Sox and not about a player on that team.  
22 Admittedly, a discourse-related interpretation cannot be ruled out in this case. As will be seen later, Alejandro 



















 Turn Speaker Original utterance Translated utterance 
 1 Emiliana: #Ese señor# (0.4) ((turning to look at 
Alejandro)) he’s nice, right? ((Nods)) 
Even (if you have to) say what you will 
about the Cubs, but the Cubs (.) coach is a 
nice person. 
 
 2 Alejandro: ((Nods))  
( ) ((Pointing towards the TV)) but recently 
@Tim Anderson@ .hhh he’s trying to help 
a ( ) community in Danville.  
 
  (1.1)   
 3 Doña Maca:              ¡Ay [   sí! ] Oh [yeah!] 
 4 Alejandro: ((Nodding)) [Most]ly the kids.         
  (0.3)   
 5 Emiliana: ((While nodding once)) Good!  
  (0.3)   
→ 6 Alejandro:  ((Looking at his mom)) &Dice que:& ese 
Tim Anderson él creció en Alabama, 
Ahí nació, 
Y el cuerdaba* que: no podía jugar 
baseball porque: ((shaking his head no)) 
() Ùmayoría son güeros y él es Ù único 
moreno. 
(It/he/she?) says tha:t this Tim Anderson he 
grew up in Alabama, 
He was born there, 
And he recalled tha:t he couldn’t play baseball 
becau:se ((shaking his head no)) ( ) most 
players were white and he was the only black 
person. 
#Image 1#                                                              @Image 2@                                                            &Image 3&      






















 Turn Speaker Original utterance Translated utterance 
 7 Doña Maca: ((Turning to look at Emiliana)) Hmm 
mmm= 
 
 8 Alejandro: =[Dijo que--] [Said that--]  
 9 Emiliana:   [ Oh, ¿el co]ach de los Sox es negro? [ Oh, the co]ach of the Sox is black? 
  (0.6)   
→ 10 Alejandro ((Shaking his head no)) No the--the 
player, 
The White Sox. 
 
 11 Emiliana: Oh  
 12 Alejandro: Tim Anderson  
 13 Emiliana: Oh  
 14 Alejandro: Last year he gave the--a free haircut 
for kids going back to school= 
 
 15 Doña Maca =Aa[aaaaaaaaaaaa[aaaaaaaaaaaaah]  
→ 16 Alejandro:        [De morenos] [Of black kids] 
 17 Emiliana                              [That’s awesome]  
→ 18 Alejandro: Like a haircut and [     ( )    ]   
 19 Doña Maca:                                  [¡Qué lin]do!= How kind! 
→ 20 Alejandro =Él es bien--mu--[muy amables.*] He is very--ve--[very kind.] 
 21 Doña Maca:                              [      Que:--      ] 
¿Por qué? 
Porque sufrió él 
                          [ How:--  ]   
Why? 
Because he suffered 
 22 Alejandro: Yeah 
Él sufrió [mu:cho] 
 
He suffered [ a lot  ] 
 23 Doña Maca:                [  la dis ]criminación                     [     dis]crimination 






     At least 25 instances of alternational code-switching related with recipient design were found 
in this study’s data collection. In 14 of these cases, Alejandro switched languages in triadic 
conversations to accommodate Doña Maca’s greater command and preference for Spanish.  
Discourse-Related Code-Switching 
   Language alternation cases that can be linked to particular conversational actions at different 
moments of the ongoing conversation are referred to as discourse-related code-switching. From a 
structural standpoint, these discursive switches can be either of the insertional or the alternational 
type, though, as argued by Auer (1984), discourse-related insertional code-switching is relatively 
rare. Both discourse-related insertions and alternations were found in Alejandro’s talk. Some of 
their instances are discussed in the following sections.  
     Insertional Discourse-Related Code-Switching. Like their participant-related counterparts, 
most of the cases of insertional discourse-related code-switching in Alejandro’s talk involved the 
inclusion of an English word in an utterance produced in Spanish. They, however, differed from 
the exemplars of participant-related insertional code-switching in at least three ways. Firstly, the 
discourse-related switches were not accompanied by the hesitation phenomena that was 
characteristic of participant-related alternations. Instead, the English words were fluently 
incorporated into the ongoing talk without any sort of noticeable orientation to their other-
languageness. Secondly, most of the discourse-related insertions (93%, 26/28) were not nouns 
but adverbs (e.g., well, también), conjunctions (e.g., so, like), verbs (e.g., wait), and expressions 
like “I mean,” “I know,” and “right?” Lastly, with the exception of the coordinating conjunction 
“so” and the noun “territory,” all discourse-related switches can be better described not as 
inserted within utterances but as affixed to them, either at the beginning or at the end. This is 
consistent with what the literature describes as tag switching, a type of insertional code-
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switching where a word or short phrase in language A is tagged to an utterance in Language B 
for discursive effects (Abdollahi et al., 2015). Among the prefixed words and phrases were 
“well,” “so23,” “wait,” “like,” “I know,” and “I mean.” Among the suffixed words were “man,” 
“right,” and “también” (English “too”).  
    Alejandro’s insertional switches were associated with at least five discursive functions 
including seeking confirmation (e.g., right?); re-launching talk about a particular topic (e.g., so); 
flagging repair (e.g., wait); contextualizing partial disagreement (e.g., well, I know); and 
heralding elaboration/clarification (Like, I mean). For the sake of brevity, only four of these 
functions for which at least three instances were found in the study’s collection will be discussed 
in the following paragraphs.  
     “So” for Re-Launching Talk on a Previously-Introduced Topic. In the interactional episode 
presented in Figure 5, Doña complains that the steak they are eating is really hard (turn 1). She 
then goes on to explain that she thinks the meat is that hard because the butcher cut it too thick 
(turn 5). A conversational pause of more than 29 seconds ensues and then Doña Maca resumes 
talk and shares that the butcher who cut the meat was talking too much to the other butcher, 
which is why he cut it too thick (turns 5 and 7). Another conversational pause of almost 23 
seconds follows after which Alejandro relaunches talk on the butcher (turn 8). 
 
23 This “so” differs from the coordinating conjunction “so” in terms of its position in the utterance and function, 
though both words are formally identical.  
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Figure 5  

















  Turn Speaker Original utterance Translation 
  1 Doña 
Maca: 
Mmm (0.6) Hoy está más dura la carne. Mmm (0.6) The steak is harder today. 
   (1.2)   
  2 Alejandro: ¿Mande? What was that? 
  3 Doña 
Maca: 
((Looks down at steak on her plate and seems to 
point to it with hand)) 
 
  4 Alejandro: Más gr(u)eso, ¿No? Thicker, right?  
  5 Doña 
Maca: 
((Nods)) 
Es que está--me la dejó muy gruesa el señor. 
Te digo que no me gusto cómo me la estaba cortando.   
 
It’s-- he cut it too thick that gentleman. 
I’m telling you I didn’t like the way he was cutting it. 
    (29.2)  
    Hablaba mucho He talked too much 
   (1.0)   
  6 Alejandro: Mmm  
  7 Doña 
Maca: 
Con el otro taquero. 
Ay perdón 
Con el otro carnicero. 
(0.8) 
Como que yo: la verdad no le ten--no le tuve fe desde 
que lo vi pero dije, “bueno, los dejo’ ¿verdad?  
(Él es) el carnicero 
(5.9) 
Pero no 
With the other taco cook.  
Sorry 
With the other butcher. 
(0.8) 
Like I: honestly don’t tru--I didn’t trust him since I saw 
him, but I said, “well, I’ll just let them,” right?  























 Turn Speaker Original utterance Translation 
  (22.7)   
→ 8 Alejandro: So: ¿no hicieron--no Ù hizo bien Ù señor? So: they didn’t--He didn’t do well Ù gentleman? 








 10 Alejandro: No se ‘focó* su trabajo,  
Por eso. 
He didn’t focus on his job, 
That’s why. 
  (5.3)   
 11 Doña Maca: Me parece que apenas lo agarraron, I think they just hired him,  
 12 Alejandro: ((Nods))  
 13 Doña Maca: ((Nodding)) A trabajar ahí. ((Nodding)) To work there. 
 14 Alejandro: ((Nodding once)) O:h  
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    As readers may have noticed, turn 8 (a) occurs after a relatively long pause in talk, (b) aligns 
with the co-interactants’ previous language choice except for the word “so” that heads it, (c) is 
topically coherent with previous turns, and (d) represents—up to this point in the conversation—
Alejandro’s most important reaction or comment on Doña Maca’s remarks about the talkative 
butcher who cut the meat rather too thick. Sequential analysis of this and two other instances 
suggested that “so”—in tandem with the propositional content of the turn it heads—contributes 
to the organization of discourse by helping Alejandro to re-launch conversation about a 
previously introduced topic, after either a long pause in talk or after an unexpected interruption24. 
This use of “so” has also been reported in conversations between English monolinguals. Bolden 
(2008), for instance, found that monolingual English speakers deployed a turn-initial “so,” which 
she calls a discourse marker, to re-open conversations that they may have considered closed 
and/or “advance the conversation’s pending [emphasis added] agenda.” (Bolden, 2008, p.990). 
By recruiting “so” along with the propositional content of turn 8, Alejandro re-initiates talk on 
the chatty butcher and lands another chance to make a relatively more substantial contribution to 
an otherwise closed conversation. Subsequent turns support this claim.  
    A question that emerged during data sessions was whether Alejandro had lexical resources in 
Spanish that he could use instead of the English “so” (e.g., “entonces”). A search in all 
transcribed data—including preliminary transcripts—revealed that, though Alejandro does know 
the word “entonces,” he does not use it to perform the discursive function of turn-initial “so.” 
Approximate equivalents included the language-neutral “mhm” and English “yeah.” 
Accordingly, it is worth considering the possibility that “so”—and in fact all of the discourse-
 
24 e.g., In one conversation, Alejandro starts telling Doña Maca about a butcher who makes chicken fried steak. It 
thunders, and Alejandro suddenly looks behind him and says “oh.” After this, he resumes talk about the same topic 
and starts his utterance with “oh, so (…)”   
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related insertions discussed in this section—is not only discourse- but also participant-related, 
both performing a discursive function and providing information about Alejandro’s linguistic 
competence/preference. In fact, these discourse-related insertions can be best described as 
borrowed from English into Spanish in Alejandro’s idiolect in order to accomplish the same 
discursive tasks they would execute in English monolingual conversation.  
     “So” for the Internal Organization of an Utterance. One of the most common discourse-
related insertions was the coordinating conjunction “so.” This “so” differs from the “so” 
discussed above in terms of its locus within the utterance and in terms of its functionality. 
Specifically, the first “so” happens at the beginning of an utterance and was associated with 
Alejandro’s relaunch of talk about a previously-introduced topic after a long pause or sudden 
interruption in conversation. It can thus be viewed as a cohesive device that establishes a link 
between utterances across turns at talk. The second “so,” on the other hand, happens utterance-
medially and was related with the internal organization of an utterance through the establishment 
of a cause-consequence link between its constituent clauses, as illustrated by the interactional 
episode enclosed in Figure 6 below.  
    In turn 1 of the interactional episode included in Figure 6, Alejandro tells his mom that he took 
a walk in the park earlier that day. Doña Maca, who has been walking around doing different 
things in the kitchen suddenly stops to look at Alejandro (Fig 6, image 1) when he tells her that 
he walked around the park seven times (turn 5). Alejandro explains why he walked so much in 
turn 8 (Fig 6, image 2). His explanation is packaged in a single utterance containing two Spanish 
clauses causally linked by both “so” and “como.” Doña Maca validates Alejandro’s explanation 
in turn 9 and tells him to be careful, which Alejandro agrees to do using “yeah” instead of “sí.” 
(turn 10) As previously mentioned, “sí” and “yeah” may have developed functional 
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specialization in Alejandro’s speech, with the former being used to respond to polar questions 





















A Walk in the Park 
 
 
    
 Turn Speaker Original utterance Translation 
 1 Alejandro: Oye, me camina* hoy. Hey, I took a walk today. 
  (0.5)   
 2 Doña Maca: ¿Sí? Yes? 
 3 Alejandro:  En la* parque In the park 
  (0.9)   
 4 Doña Maca: ¡Qué bueno! 
¿Cuántas vueltas hiciste?  
Good! 
How many times did you walk around it? 
 5 Alejandro: Siete Seven 
 6 Doña Maca: ((Suddenly stopping and looking at 








    
 7 Doña Maca: Ay mi’jo de mi (alma) Oh son of my (soul) 
  (1.3)   
→ 8 Alejandro:  Como estaba bien Ù calor, @so@ (.) 
tengo que: ‘provechar.  
Like the temperature was good, so (.) I 
have to: take advantage of it. 
  (0.5)   
 9 Doña Maca: Sí, pero ten cuidado. Yes, but be careful. 









    There were three other instances of “so” in the middle of utterances and for establishing causal 
links in the study’s collection. As in the case of turn-initial “so,” Alejandro never inserted a 
Spanish word (e.g., entonces, así que) between two utterances to denote causal relationship. 
Again, this might be a case of polyvalence where the insertional switch both contributes to the 
internal organization of a turn and reflects Alejandro’s greater competence and preference for 
English.  
 “Wait” to Flag Repair Initiation. In the interactional episode enclosed in Figure 7, Doña Maca, 
Emiliana, and Alejandro are having dinner (Fig 7, image 1). Among other things, they are having 
beans, which reminds Doña Maca that she used to eat fried beans with her mom and perhaps her 
siblings at night. Alejandro tries to say something in turn 2, but his talk overlaps with Doña 
Maca’s, and he then just stops talking. In turn 4, he finally takes the floor and, after an intra-turn 
pause of 1.3 seconds, he starts to say something about the beans that Doña Maca ate with her 
mom (Fig 7, image 2) but stops midturn to seek clarification (i.e., initiate repair) regarding 
whether the beans were already mashed when they put them in their torta (a Mexican sandwich) 























  Turn Speaker Original utterance Translated utterance 
  1 Doña Maca: #Oye hija# 
Vi el plato (0.8) y nosotros en la noche (.) con mi 
mama (1.8) siempre fre-- como siempre teníamos 
frijoles, casi siempre los freíamos  
(2.1) 
En la cazuela, ¿vea? 
#Hey daughter# 
I saw the plate (0.8) and we at night (.) with 
my mom (1.8) always fr--like we always had 
beans, we almost always fried them  
(2.1)  
in the pot, right?  
  2 Alejandro:  [      ( )     ]  [      ( )     ]  
  3 Doña Maca: [Y nos los] comíamos co:n ((lifts torta in left 
hand)) 
Con torta 
[ And we ] ate them with: ((lifts torta in left 
hand)) 
With torta 
   (1.1)   
 → 4 Alejandro:  O:h 
(1.3) 
@Y lo frijoles@-- 
((suddenly and quickly lifting his head)) 
<&Wait&> ¿p--°po’o° ya estaba plastado* antes 
o qué, los frijoles? 
O:h 
(1.3) 
@And the beans@-- 
((suddenly and quickly lifting his head)) 
<&Wait&> b--°but° they were mashed before 
or what, the beans? 
 
#Image 1#                                                        @Image 2@                                                     &Image 3&   





















 5 Doña Maca: ((Shaking her head no)) 
No, no los aplastabamos, 
((Shaking her head no)) 
No, we didn’t mash them, 
 6 Alejandro: O:h= O:h= 
 7 Doña Maca: =como se cocían se hervían, =like we cooked boiled them, 
 8 Alejandro: ((nods)) ((nods)) 
 9 Doña Maca: en la olla, in the pot, 
 10 Alejandro: ((Nodding)) O:h  ((Nodding)) O:h 
  (0.4)   
 11 Doña Maca: Y el que se quería comer de la olla pero ya 
después (0.9) los freíamos 
Si[empre]= 
And then whoever wanted could eat from the 
pot but then (0.9) we fried them 
Al[ways]= 
 12 Alejandro:    [  Oh   ]     [ Oh ] 
 13 Doña Maca: =en la cazuela, 
.hhh con cebolla. 
=in the pot 
.hhh with onion. 
  (0.9)   
 14 Alejandro: O:h  O:h  
  (2.4)   
 15 Doña Maca: ((Representing pot with her hands)) Un pinche 
cazuelón así. 
((Representing pot with her hands)) A freaking 
pot this size. 
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     Alejandro’s repair initiation in turn 4 is set off from preceding talk within the same turn 
through the simultaneous deployment of (a) a quick, sudden change in position of his head 
(compare images 2 and 3 in Figure 7) and (b) the articulation of the English word “wait,” which 
not only coincides but also matches the shift in head position in terms of tempo. Interestingly 
too, it is not until Alejandro utters “wait” and suddenly raises his head that Doña Maca turns to 
look at him (Fig 7, image 3). This and two other instances wherein Alejandro prefixed “wait” to 
Spanish utterances suggest that the participant uses “wait” in tandem with other non-verbal 
resources to signal repair initiation. The resource does not perform repair initiation by itself but 
rather contextualizes it. In the instance under discussion, “wait” flags the question that follows it 
as repair-related, but it is the question itself that serves the function of initiating repair, as 
evidenced by Doña Maca’s repair execution distributed across turns 5, 7, 9, and 11. The same 
use of “wait” in the context of a conversational exchange in Spanish was found once in 
Emiliana’s talk. No instance of Alejandro’s deployment of a Spanish word or phrase (e.g., un 
momento, un segundo) in the same sequential environment and with the same function as “wait” 
was found in any of the transcripts produced for the study.  
“Right?” for Seeking Confirmation/Agreement. The last discourse-related insertion that needs 
to be discussed is Alejandro’s suffixation of “right?” to Spanish utterances. The interactional 
episode in Figure 8 will aid in accomplishing this task. In this episode Alejandro asks about a 
party that Doña Maca and Emiliana attended (turn 1). He then goes on to seek confirmation from 
his sister about Gael’s nonattendance to the party in turn 5 (Fig 8, image 1). Note how the turn is 
componentially designed as an “assertion + tag question” statement and not as a real question. In 
fact, a real question would have been formatted as “¿Vino Andrés?” (Did Andrés come?) 
Interestingly, like in two other cases in the study’s collection, the tag question (“right?”) is in 
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English and can described as aimed at seeking co-interactant agreement/confirmation. Emiliana 
provides the confirmation that Alejandro was seeking in turns 6, and her turn overlaps with Doña 
Maca’s (turn 7), who corroborates Alejandro’s assertion too, despite the fact that, based on 
Alejandro’s body orientation and gaze, Alejandro’s turn seems to have been addressed at 
Emiliana. A side conversation in English then unfolds between the siblings. In this embedded 
sequence, Alejandro amusingly shares with Emiliana why he knows that Gael did not go the 
party. Emiliana joins him in his amusement and then relates that Tommy did attend. The side 
conversation is closed by Alejandro with a minimal response token in turn 12. After this, as 
Alejandro goes back to his place at the table, he shifts back to Spanish and states that Gael 
should just let his son Ethan go to parties even when he stays at home25. Once again, Alejandro 
tags “right” to his turn, seeking agreement from his co-interactants. He obtains an embodied 
response from both Emiliana and Doña Maca (turns 13 and 14) and proceeds to elaborate on his 
proposed solution in English (turn 15). Emiliana provides a vocal response to this elaboration 
(turn 16), but Doña Maca remains quiet, which is probably why in turn 12 Alejandro pursues 
response from her asking “¿Verdad que sí?” (Fig 8, image 2) Doña Maca now nods and Emiliana 







25 This episode was discussed in video-elicitation interview in order to better understand what Alejandro’s idea was. 
Note that the second part of turn 12 can be considered discourse-related in that it effects a change in participant 




















 Turn Speaker Original utterance Translated utterance 
 1 Alejandro: Po’o, ¿cómo fue la fiesta ayer de Mimi? 
¿Bien? 
But, how did Mimi’s party go yesterday? 
Well? 
 2 Doña Maca: ((Nods)) Mmm 
(5.3) 
((Turning to look Alejandro)) Tranquila, hijo. 




There were not a lot of people. 
 3 Alejandro:                                                     [       (No)      ]  
 4 Emiliana: ((Turning to look at Alejandro)) [It was just us.]  
→ 5 Alejandro: ((Looking at Emiliana)) #No vinió* Gael, 
right?# 
((Looking at Emiliana)) #Gael didn’t come, 
right?# 
 6 Emiliana: [No]  
 7 Doña Maca:           [No]  
 8 Alejandro:  $I knew it cuz I was uh-- 
I was at my: PS4 and then he was (plays the 
game)$ 
 
 9 Emiliana: ((Throwing her head backwards)) Hah  
 10 Alejandro: I knew it heh=  
 11 Emiliana: =But Tommy did go  








→ 12 Alejandro: ((Nodding)) Mm 
(2.3) 
((Looking at Emiliana)) Si fuera* más fácil que 
Gael lo dejaba* a su hijo:--dejar no más, right? 
 
 
It would be easier if Gael just let his son go--
just let him go, right? 
 13 Emiliana: ((Nods))  
 14 Doña Maca: ((Shakes her head no and rolls her eyes))  
 15 Alejandro So that he can either go with Tommy or grandma  
 16 Emiliana: ((Nodding)) Mhm  
 17 Doña Maca: ((Shakes her head no))  
 18 Alejandro: ((Turning to look at his mom)) @¿Verdad que 
sí?@ 
((Turning to look at his mom)) @Isn’t it 
right?@ 
 19 Doña Maca: ((Nods))  
 20 Emiliana: Yeah, but Gael is weird.   
 (.)    
 (.)    











    Alternational Discourse-Related Code-Switching. Like discourse-related insertions, 
discourse-related alternations are associated with the contextualization and/or fulfillment of 
different actions in interaction. Consistently, analysts seeks to demonstrate that there is 
“coincidence” between code-switching and the indexicalization/realization of these actions 
(Auer, 1984, p.18) As Auer (1984) makes it clear, this does not mean that the action is always 
performed through code-switching, as there are other practices available to bilingual speakers 
that they can deploy to accomplish the same social acts. In Alejandro’s talk, at least 10 of these 
code-switching/action pairings were found. Code-switching was associated with speech 
representation, repair, elaboration, emphasis, topic relaunch and change, alignment display, turn-
taking, and statement of final remarks. For brevity sake, only the four discursive functions of 
alternational code-switching with the most instances will be discussed in the following sections. 
     Alternational Code-Switching in Speech Representation. The form of alternational 
discourse-related code-switching with the most instances (n=17) in Alejandro’s talk was the use 
of language alternation in the context of “speech representation.” (Gafaranga, 2018a, p.78) More 
specifically, Alejandro often used an English “quoting frame” (Guerini, 2015, p.192) to set 
something that was said or thought from a surrounding narrative that was most often in Spanish. 
The quoting frame can be schematically represented as “subject + be + like.” The interactional 
episodes in Figures 9 and 10 will help illustrate Alejandro’s deployment of this quoting device. 
Importantly, though these two conversations were taken from videos recorded three days apart, 
both of them are about the same story: Alejandro went to the bakery to get some bread. He did 
not like the bread he saw and, knowing his mom’s tastes, he knew she would not like it either. 
But then, he was relieved to see that near the counter there was some fresh bread. In the episode 
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included in Figure 9, Alejandro relates this story to his mom. In the episode enclosed in Figure 
10, his mom starts telling the story to Emiliana, and Alejandro continues in turn 7.  






































 Turn Speaker Original utterance Translated utterance 
 1 Doña Maca: ((As she splits bread)) Ay qué bueno que 
trajiste telera. 
 
Oh I’m glad you got telera. 
  (2.0)    
 2 Alejandro ¿La qué? The what? 
 3 Doña Maca: Qué bueno que trajiste telera. 
 
I’m glad you brought telera. 
  (0.6)          
 4 Alejandro: ((Pointing to bread)) #¿Este* torta?# #This bread?# 
  (0.3)   
 5 Doña Maca: ((Nodding)) Sí ( )--es telera. 
(1.3) 
Este es telera. 
Yes ( )--es telera. 
(1.3) 
This is telera. 
 6 Alejandro:   ((Nodding)) °Oh° 
((Nodding and smiling)) AJÁ 
Heheh. Es quel--'penas lo hicieron (0.6) y 




Heheh. It’s that--they just made it (0.6) and all were 
like ugly,  
The other ones 
 7 Doña Maca: Mhm=  
 
#Image 1#                                                                                                                  

















 Turn Speaker Original utterance Translated utterance 
→ 8 Alejandro: =I was like “tsk no o:h” 
I was like “yo sé que Ù  mi mom no lo* va* a 
gustar todo* esos.”  
((Pointing in front of him)) poro cuando 
@vi@ Ù la* al* lado por la cajera apenas lo 
hicieron, it’s like “O:KAY <pos ahí está>” 
 
I was like “I know my mom won’t like all those.” 
 
But when I @saw@ the one on the side by the 
counter was fresh, it’s like “O:KAY<there is it>” 
  (0.4)   
 9 Doña Maca: Mmm  
  (1.8)   
 10 Alejandro: $Porque yo sé cómo tú ves (.) por lo:s* 
cosas$ heh 
$Because I know how you look (.) for things$ heh 
 11 Doña Maca: &Oh hahahah .hhh& 
Es que me gusta lo:-- 
 
It’s just that I like the:-- 
 12 Alejandro: Los buenos [¿No?] The good ones, [right?] 
 13 Doña Maca:                    [   Lo ] buena-- 
Lo que [ está bue ]no=  
                          [  the  ] good— 
The things that [  are go ]od= 
 14 Alejandro:              [Es que sí]                          [yes sure] 
 15 Doña Maca: =No está descompuesto. =not spoiled. 
→ 16 Alejandro: Yo sé, pe’o eso es que yo pensaba que: es su* 
único que tienes* 
<I was li:ke>“Tsk oh”> 
<It’s like> “¡Qué bueno que ‘o vi!” 
I know, but it’s just that I thought tha:t it was the 
only one they had 
<I was like “Tsk oh”>  
<It’s like> “I’m glad I saw it!” 
 @Image 2@                                                    &Image 3& 






















 Turn Speaker Original utterance Translated utterance 
 1 Doña Maca: El otro día dice que <fue Alejandro por el 
pan>-- 
Dije: “ve por el pan, hijo,” 
en lo que (.) terminaba yo de--de doblar la 
ropa en la lavandería, 
y ya viene con su pan. 
Dice: “Oh (1.4) había unas ahí que estaban, 
pero después vi (1.5) que había unas más 
calientitas. Ajá y yo agarré las más 
calientitas.”  
The other day (he/she?) says that <Alejandro 
went to get bread>-- 
I said: “go get some bread, son” 
while I (.) finished--finished folding the laundry 
at the laundromat,  
and there he comes with his bread. 
He says: “Oh (1.4) there were some there, but 
then I saw (1.5) that there were others that were 
warmer. Aha and I got the warmer ones.” 
 2 Emiliana: Smart=  
 3 Doña Maca: = ((Nodding)) Y venía caliente= And it was warm= 
 4 Emiliana: =¿El pan? =the bread?                     
 5 Alejandro: ((Nods))  
 6 Doña Maca: ((Nodding)) Venía caliente. It was warm.                 
→ 7 Alejandro: (No dice cuándo lo hicieron) no más. 
(1.9) 
((Bilabial click)) Ù ÙPasa es que, u:m, 
((pointing in front of him)) esos* pan son* 
un* poco* que tenían, ((pointing left)) po’o 
yo no me fijé la* otro lado, por la cajera  
((Making surprise sound) .hhh it’s like: 
((pointing quickly in front of him and 
smiling)) “¡oh, ahí está!”  
(1.6) 
Y: yo no sabía si: vo’ (agarrar),  
I was like ((Nodding quickly)) <“oh, yo 
sí.”> 
((It just didn’t say when they made it)) just that. 
(1.9) 
((Bilabial click)) Ù happens is that, u:m, 
((pointing in front of him)) those bread are the 
few ones they had, ((pointing left)) but I didn’t 
look at the other side, by the counter 
((Making surprise sound)) .hhh it’s like: 
((Pointing in front of him and smiling)) “oh, 
there it is!” 
(1.6) 
A:nd I didn’t know if I was gonna (grab) it, 
I was like ((nodding quickly)) <”Oh, yes I 
will.”> 





     In the instances featured in the figures above, a quote in Spanish is inserted within the matrix 
provided by the English frame “subject + be + like.” This held true for most of the exemplars in 
the language alternation collection. However, as shown in table 11, there were a few times when 
the inserted quote was in English and then followed by talk in Spanish or in English. 
Interestingly, there were also some cases in which the quote was in both languages and then 
followed by talk in Spanish. In other words, Alejandro code-switched to contextualize a quote in 
which he quoted himself code-switching, as in the title of this dissertation.  
 
Table 11. Other Examples of Alejandro’s Deployment of the Subject+Be+Like Quoting Frame 
Interactional 
episode 
Original utterance Translation 





I was like “cheesh, man.”  
The Night Before 
Christmas Actor 
I was like “¡Oh my God, los 
dos!” 
 




     A question that emerged during data sessions was whether Alejandro deployed Spanish 
quoting devices (e.g., “yo dije,” “y yo,” “y yo me quedé como”). After searching in all 
transcripts, the researcher found that the participant did use these Spanish frames. Their use was, 
however, rare when compared to the use of the quotative “subject + be + like,” something that 
might be associated with his overall preference and greater proficiency in English.  
Alternational Code-Switching in Repair. Fifteen instances of alternational code-switching 
embedded in repair sequences were found in the study’s collection, making repair-related 
language alternation the second most common type of discursive code-switching in the data. 
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Code-switching was found in both turns that initiated repair and turns that executed repair. The 
same link between code-switching and repair initiation/execution has been reported in the 
conversation-analytic literature with neurotypical bilinguals; see for instance Wei and Milroy 
(1995). The interactional episode contained in Figure 11 illustrates the role of code-switching in 
repair execution.  
    In the interactional episode in Figure 11, after Alejandro announces that the library is open 
(Fig 11, turn 1, image 1), Emiliana tries to decide if she needs to go to the library or not. In turn 
6, she asks for the date, and Alejandro provides that information in English (turn 7). In turn 8, 
however, Emiliana seems to question the accuracy of Alejandro’s response and initiates repair. 
He then modifies his own answer in turn 9. Note how this turn is designed with perceivable 
louder volume and a shift in language choice that together to make Alejandro’s repair execution 
stand out. Alejandro’s use of Spanish in turn 9 is particularly salient considering that it contrasts 
with both his language choice in turn 7 and Emiliana’s language choice in turn 8. A similar 
phenomenon occurs later on within the same interactional episode. More concretely, in turn 11, 
Alejandro’s states his reason to go to the library: to pick up his movies (Fig 11, image 2). 
Apparently, Emiliana did not hear him and consequently initiates repair in turn 12, highlighting 
through the design of her turn that she has not heard or understood what it is that Alejandro has 
to do at the library. Alejandro executes repair in turn 13 and provides the specific information his 
sister has solicited. Note how repair execution is contextualized and highlighted through 
Alejandro’s choice of Spanish which, again, differs from his own linguistic selection in turn 11 
and from his sister’s use of English in turn 12. Emiliana reacts happily to Alejandro’s news (Fig 




The Library is Now Open
 
 Turn Speaker Original utterance Translated utterance 
 1 
 
Alejandro: ((As he enters the kitchen)) #Ya 
está abierta la bioteca.# 
#The library is open now.# 
 2 Emiliana: [Oh nice]=  
 3 Doña Maca: [  ¿Ya?  ] It is? 
  (1.4)   
 4 Emiliana: =we should go:--  
 5 Doña Maca: Prende el aire, hijito. Turn the AC on, son. 
 6 Emiliana: What day is today? 
Twenty? 
 
  (0.9)   
 7 Alejandro: (Tw)enty eight   
 8 Emiliana: Eight?   
→ 9 Alejandro: VEINTINUEVE TWENTY-NINE 
 10 Emiliana: Oh 




#Image 1#                                                        




















 Turn Speaker Original utterance Translated utterance 
 11 Alejandro: I--it's cuz I--it’cuz I have to pick up 
my: @((points backwards with left 
hand))@ movies  
((Looks away from Emiliana and in 
front of him)) 
 
  (0.9)   
 12 Emiliana: You have to what?  
→ 13 Alejandro: Que recoger mis películas. ( ) To pick up my movies. 
 14 Emiliana: ((Excitedly)) &You have 
movies?!& Which ones? 
 
 (.)    
 (.)    
 (.)    
 
  @Image 2@                                                     &Image 3& 
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Alternational Code-Switching When Pursuing Opposite Courses of Action. Previous 
conversation-analytic work suggests that “the language contrast arising through code-switching 
displays and highlights the affective intensity of oppositional stances.” (Cromdall, 2004, p.33) 
Results from this study seem to support this claim. Specifically, the research team found at least 
12 instances of code-switching that were embedded in stretches of conversation where co-
interactants were pursuing opposite courses of action, most of them between Emiliana and 
Alejandro. The switches seemed to be associated with the co-interactants’ ever-increasing 
attempts to convince or stop each other from doing something, as shown in the interactional 
episodes presented in Figures 12 and 13. Importantly, though these two episodes were recorded a 
week apart, they illustrate the same conflict: Emiliana wants to check on the research equipment, 
and Alejandro does not want her to do so.  
    The interactional episode in Figure 12 happened at the beginning of the third video that the 
participants recorded for this study. In turn 1, Alejandro (off camera) asks his sister to repeat 
something she has said. Emiliana, who wants to make sure she is in the frame, (re)states her 
question (“can you see me?) in turn 2 while taking her seat at the table (Figure 12, image 1). 
Note how Alejandro promptly answers his sister’s question in turn 3, partly overlapping with 
Emiliana’s next query (“or is my mouth too on the bottom?)” (Figure 12, image 2). Notice too 
that Alejandro starts answering his sister’s second question (turn 5), even before it is 
morphosyntactically complete. He seems to have an urge to make it clear to Emiliana that no 
further checking on the camera is needed, as explicitly stated in turn 5. Emiliana, however, does 
not seem to be so sure and in turn 6 stands up and starts walking towards the camera. Alejandro, 
who, was on his way to his chair, stops, starts walking backwards, and extends his right arm as if 
trying to stop his sister (Figure 12, image 3). This does not stop Emiliana who tells him to sit 
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down so that she can check (turn 8). Alejandro then resists his sister’s command telling her 
emphatically that he has already “CHEcked it.” (turn 9) Emiliana seems to give up in turn 1026, 
and Doña Maca’s request of Alejandro (turn 11) appears to contribute to the dilution of the 
conflict between the siblings. As readers may notice, in three of his turns at talk (3, 5, and 9), 
Alejandro speaks a language that is different from the language he had chosen in his previous 
turn. In contrast, Emiliana sticks to English throughout the interaction. In a way, Alejandro’s 
ever bigger efforts to stop his sister from checking on the camera and her reluctance to give up 
on this goal seem to be reflected on the former’s shifts between his languages and the latter’s 
maintenance of English as the situation unfolds.  
   
 
26 As Alejandro is getting the salsa verde his mom requested, Emiliana comes to check on the camera.  
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Figure 12 
Can You See Me? 
     Turn Speaker Original utterance Translated utterance 
 1 Alejandro: ¿A? What? 
 2 Emiliana: ((Sitting down and looking toward the 
camera)) 
#Can you see me?# or is [ my]= 
 
→ 3 Alejandro:                                         [Yes]  
 4 Emiliana: =mouth too (.) @on [the bottom]?@  
→ 5 Alejandro:                                  [   No, no,  ] no 
((As he walks towards his chair)) Así ya 
está bien. 
No, no, no 
((As he walks towards his chair)) It’s fine 
already. 
 6 Emiliana: ((Stands up and starts walking towards the 
camera)) 
 
 7 Alejandro: &((Stops and extends right arms as trying to 
stop Emiliana))& 
 
 8 Emiliana: ((Pointing to Alejandro’s chair))  
[Aright, you sit there and I’ll check (once)] 
 
→ 9 Alejandro:  [ No  no ( )                                                  ] 
I--I CHEcked it 
 
 10 Emiliana:  O:h 
O[kay  ] 
 
 11 Doña Maca:    [Saca] la tortilla, hijo. 
La--la salsa verde 
Get the tortilla, son. 
The--the salsa verde 
 
#Image 1#                                                            @Image 2@                                                            &Image 3& 




    As mentioned before, the siblings’ clash over the management of the research equipment was 
also apparent in the interactional episode featured in Figure 13. From off camera, Emiliana tells 
Alejandro to sit down so she can check that the researcher sees him. Alejandro turns to look at 
his sister and tries to reassure her that the camera is fine already (Fig 13, turn 2, image 1). His 
attempt is not successful and in the next TCU he tries again, this time in Spanish: “ese ya está 
bien.” Once more, he fails to convince his sister and switches to English to strengthen his 
argument: “I checked everything.” As he says this and during the 1.5-second pause that follows, 
Emiliana starts moving the camera from side to side. Doña Maca, who so far has remained a 
mere listener, raises her hear and looks at Emiliana disapprovingly. She is soon followed by 
Alejandro (Fig 13, image 2) who, once again, shifts across his languages to emphatically state for 
a third and last time: “Emiliana, así está bie:n.” Doña Maca sides with Alejandro in turn 4, and 
Emiliana comes back to the table (Fig 13, image 3). In sum, though in the episode in Figure 13 
Emiliana only speaks in turn 1, she pursues her goal throughout the interactional episode. 
Alejandro opposes her course of action, and his intensifying efforts to stop her are paralleled by 

























 Turn Speaker Original utterance Translated utterance 
 1 Emiliana: ( ) sit down so I can make  
[   sure he sees you.  ] 
 
→ 2 Alejandro: [#Emiliana, it’s fine#]       
Ese ya está bien. 
((Looking at TV and pointing at 
camera)) I checked @everything.@ 
(1.5) 
& ((Turning to look at Emiliana)) & 
Emiliana&, así ya está bie:n. ((nods)) 
 





Emiliana, it’s fine as it is already. 
  (1.5.) ((Emiliana moves the camera side to 
side)) 
 
→ 3 Alejandro:   
 4 Doña Maca: Sí ( )  
Sí pero lo has hecho bien porque señor 
dice que se bien--que se ve bien 
Yes ( ) 
Yes, but you’ve done a good job because the 
gentleman says that he can well--that he can 
see you well. 
 5 Emiliana: &((Comes to table and pulls chair to sit 
down))&  
 
#Image 1#                                                              @Image 2@                                                             &Image 3& 





     Alejandro and Emiliana’s clash over the management of the research equipment is apparent in 
at least two other interactional episodes in the data. This conflict was noticed by the research 
team during data sessions and confirmed by Emiliana during the video-elicitation interviews. 
The participant shared that Alejandro was adamant about being the one using the camera and 
taking care of it.  
Alternational Code-Switching for Emphasis. The last discursive function of alternational code-
switching to be discussed in this chapter is emphasis. At least seven instances in the language 
alternation collection were associated with this discursive task. In three of those instances, 
emphasis was accomplished through (quasi)translation of an utterance within the same turn and 
addressed toward the same co-interactant. Translation or quasi-translation for emphasis has been 
reported in the conversation-analytic literature before and can be compared to other strategies 
used by monolinguals to underscore something they have just said, e.g., repetition (Auer, 1988; 
Greer, 2008). The episode included in Figure 14 will serve to illustrate this function of code-
switching in Alejandro’s talk.  
    Before talk starts, Alejandro stands up from the table to go get a plate from the cupboard. On 
his way, he looks towards his bedroom and sees Lucky, his cat, lying on his bed (Fig 14, image 
1). This triggers an exchange between Emiliana and him about a topic that, as corroborated in the 
video-elicitation interviews, is a source of tension between them: Lucky sleeping on Emiliana’s 
bed. In turn 1, Alejandro addresses Emiliana and emphatically remarks that Lucky is not 
interested in sleeping in her bed anymore (Fig 14, image 2). Among other resources, language 
alternation contributes to the emphatic quality of the turn. Specifically, right after delivering the 
first part of the turn in Spanish, he translates it into English almost literally. Note that this 
translation does not seem to be justified by (a) significantly deviant phonological or 
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morphosyntactic features of the Spanish utterance, (b) the behavior of co-interactants, or (c) 
Emiliana’s proficiency in Spanish. In fact, Alejandro’s behavior does not evidence awareness or 
orientation to the deviant formal features of this part of the turn. Like in the two other similar 
instances in the study’s collection, the translation actually appears to aid in underlining what was 
previously said in Spanish.  
   In turn 2, Emiliana provides a rather disinterested response (“good”) that seems to contrast 
sharply with the emphatic nature of Alejandro’s remarks. This has a humorous effect on Doña 
Maca, who starts laughing (turn 3). Alejandro then walks to the stove and from there makes it 
clear to his sister that she cannot hate his cat for her allergies (Fig 14, turn 4, image 3). In turn 5, 
Emiliana clarifies that she does not hate Lucky; she just doesn’t want him on her bed. This puts 






























 Turn Speaker Original utterance Translated utterance 
   #((Alejandro sees Lucky in his bed as 




1 Alejandro: (¿Ya ves?) 
Ya Lucky--ya Lucky ya no tiene 
@inte’esado*@ en dormir Ù tu cama. 
He’s not interested in your bed 
anymore. 
(You see?) 
Now Lucky--now Lucky does not have any 
interested* in sleeping Ù your bed. 
He’s not interested in your bed anymore. 
 2 Emiliana: Good.  
  (0.5)   
 3 Doña Maca: Hahah  
 4 Alejandro: You can’t &hate& Lucky for your 
allergies. 
(1.2) 
[            ( )          ] 
 
 5 Emiliana: [I don’t hate him.] 
(1.6) 
I just don’t want him on my bed. 
 
  (2.7)   
 
 
#Image 1#                                                         @Image 2@                                                     &Image 3&                                                     
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    In sum, code-switching instances of the four types described in Auer’s (1984) model were 
found in Alejandro’s talk. Examples of participant- and discourse-related insertions and 
alternations were provided and discussed in this chapter. The following chapter highlights the 
contributions of these findings, establishes their implications for clinical practice, acknowledges 






































CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION  
 
    This dissertation study took a conversation-analytic approach to the examination of naturalistic, 
ordinary conversations focused on Alejandro, an autistic bilingual adult, with his mom and sister. 
The analysts first identified a set of salient and potentially interactionally-meaningful behaviors 
from which language alternation was chosen as the focus of the study. They then submitted the 
instances of language alternation in the study’s collection to sequential analysis in order to 
establish their functional, structural, and indexical properties. From the 237 cases of language 
alternation in the study’s collection, 89% (212/237) were considered functional and thus classified 
as instances of code-switching. Regarding the structural properties of the code-switching cases, 
both insertional and alternational switches were found, though the latter gathered the most 
instances. In relation to the indexical properties of the code-switching exemplars, both participant- 
and discourse-related switches occurred, but the latter amassed the most cases. The following 
section discusses two of the contributions of these findings to the literature on autism and 
bilingualism.  
Contributions 
    The study contributes to the available scholarly work on autism and bilingualism in at least two 
ways. First and foremost, it illustrates the conversational competence of a bilingual autistic adult 
as evidenced by his alternation between English and Spanish within and across turns. This is 
notable considering that most of the literature on autism and bilingualism has focused on bilingual 
children (e.g., Petersen et al., 2012; Reetzke et al., 2015; Yu, 2018), that very few studies have 
centered on Spanish/English bilingualism despite the large presence of Hispanics/Latinos in the 
United States (e.g., Ijalba, 2016), and that mainstream accounts of autism tend to emphasize 
conversational impairments (Adams et al., 2012; APA, 2013; Müller et al., 2016; Simmons et al., 
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2014). As readers may recall, Alejandro did not speak until he was five years old and, per CELF-
5 criteria, experiences severe language difficulties. Moreover, he was described as being 
“moderately symptomatic” and as having “borderline intellectual functioning” by the health 
professionals who evaluated him prior to his participation in this study. Nevertheless, and in spite 
of this clinical profile, Alejandro’s code-switching behavior evidenced significant conversational 
competence. To illustrate, he soon re-oriented to Spanish as the language of interaction in 
conversations between him and his mom after breaking from it through English insertions (e.g., 
Jewish) and alternations (e.g., yeah, what?!), and sometimes even provided translations of the 
inserted English words. Also, he skillfully alternated between his languages to accommodate Doña 
Maca’s linguistic competencies/predilections in conversations that included her and Emiliana 
(recipient design). From the 25 instances of code-switching that can be associated with recipient 
design, 14 were embedded in these triadic conversations and involved Alejandro’s shift to Spanish 
in order to respond to something his mom said/asked or to (re)join a side conversation that Doña 
Maca and Emiliana had started to sustain in that language; see for instance the interactional episode 
in Figure 4, Tim Anderson. Similar cases of code-switching linked to recipient design have been 
reported in the conversation-analytic literature on code-switching among neurotypical bilinguals. 
Chanseawrassamee and Shin (2009), for instance, found that her participants, two English/Thai 
neurotypical bilinguals ages 9 and 13, switched across their languages to accommodate different 
linguistic preferences and competences, especially their mom’s greater command and predilection 
for Thai. Comparable observations were made by Georgalidou et al. (2010) and Shin and Milroy 
(2000).  
    A second contribution of the study is to highlight code-switching as a useful communicative 
resource afforded through bilingualism. Despite structural language difficulties and proficiency 
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disparities across his languages, Alejandro demonstrated his ability to use language alternation to 
contextualize and/or perform various conversational actions including relaunch of a previously 
introduced topic (see Figure 5), speech representation (see Figures 9 and 10), and repair 
initiation/execution (see Figures 7 and 11). Such functions have similarly been documented in 
conversation-analytic studies with neurotypical bilinguals (Auer, 1998; Bolden, 2008; 
Chanseawrassamee & Shin, 2009; Cromdall, 2004; Guerini, 2015). This capacity to use code-
switching despite qualitative impairment in structural language was also reported by Yu (2016b) 
in the only other existing study of bilingualism in code-switching. The researcher claimed that her 
participant’s strategic use of code-switching “to meet different participation demands during 
family routines” highlighted “that communicative competence involves more than the mastery of 
a particular language system” (p.25). The same claim has been made by scholars who have studied 
code-switching among neurotypicals (e.g., Gafaranga, 2018a) and in other clinical populations 
such as children with specific language impairment (e.g., Gutiérrez-Clellén et al., 2009) and adults 
with dementia (e.g., Svennevig et al., 2019).  
Implications for Clinical Practice 
    At least three recommendations for clinicians in speech-language pathology can be derived from 
the findings of this dissertation study. The first one is a call for caution when advising caregivers 
from ethnolinguistic minorities about the best language environments for their autistic children. 
Though Doña Maca did not report being advised to stop speaking Spanish to her son, professional 
recommendations of this nature are not uncommon, particularly when autistic children experience 
significant delays in language development and/or exhibit socio-communicative atypicalities as 
Alejandro did (Beauchamp & MacLeod, 2017; Drysdale et al., 2014; Hampton et al., 2017; Park, 
2014). The intuition for many seems to be that if individuals have notable delays or impairments 
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in one language, then we shouldn’t burden them with learning a second language. Accordingly, 
research has documented recommendations from professionals, including SLPS (Lund et al., 
2017), to limit family language input to a single language. 
     The present study highlights that despite Alejandro’s history of language delay/impairment, he 
demonstrated effective communicative competence in both languages as an adult. This study’s 
finding of complex and pervasive bilingual family interaction during mealtimes supports concerns 
documented in prior literature that  recommendations to limit family interactions to a single 
language could negatively impact the interactional dynamics of families, resulting in the isolation 
of autistic individuals and the impoverishment of the quality of interactions between them and 
their relatives (Hudry et al., 2017; Ijalba, 2016; Kremer-Sadlik, 2005). It is impossible to know 
with certainty if a decision against bilingual child-rearing would have had these outcomes in the 
case of Alejandro, but, it would have surely deprived him from the additional resources afforded 
through bilingualism, including code-switching, and would most likely have had a notable impact 
on the nature of interactions with his mom, whose dominant language is Spanish.  The bottom line 
is, regardless of a client’s atypical language development trajectory, always consider potential, 
reported, and empirically-documented gains and losses associated with different language 
exposure choices.  
   A second recommendation concerns the need for clinicians who serve individuals from 
ethnolinguistic minorities to consider language alternation as evidence of communicative 
competence. According to Miccio et al. (2009), it is not unusual for some SLPs to view language 
alternation as “evidence of a speech-language disorder in bilingual children” (p.241). This is not 
surprising provided that code-switching has often been regarded of as index of deficits among 
bilingual speakers overall (Shin & Milroy, 2000) As demonstrated by the results of this study and 
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the amounting conversation-analytic work on code-switching, the alternating use of two languages 
often constitutes a resource for the systematic execution of specific conversational actions and 
could be considered a staple of bilingual language development (Hansen, 2003; Lanvers, 2001; 
Shin & Milroy, 2000). Put differently, instead of being symptomatic, language alternation could 
in fact lead to and evidence (augmented) socio-communicative competence, allowing bilingual 
speakers to perform multiple conversational tasks such as representing different voices, 
contextualizing repair, and hardening a stance. This is not to say that all patterns of language 
alternation are typical, but the identification of atypical patterns will certainly require increased 
familiarity with the phenomenon, particularly when SLPs are not bilingual themselves. The 
conversation-analytic literature on language alternation among neurotypicals (e.g., Lanvers, 2001; 
Shin & Milroy, 2000) and the emergent literature on code-switching in clinical populations (e.g., 
Gutiérrez-Clellén et al., 2009; Svennevig et al., 2019) might be a good place to start.  
    A third and last recommendation concerns the usefulness of CA’s principles and procedures to 
learn about a client’s interactional profile. Of particular value is the consideration of behavior—
verbal or otherwise—in relation to preceding, co-occurring, and subsequent conduct (sequential 
analysis). This analytical procedure has proved and can be useful in (a) identifying the specifics of 
the interactional challenges faced by autistic individuals, (b) enhancing understanding of behaviors 
like echolalia, and, in the case of this study, (c) bringing to light abilities that are rarely predicated 
of people on the autism spectrum; see for instance the work of Wiklund (2016), Sterponi and de 
Kirby (2016), and Damico and Nelson (2005). An illuminating demonstration of the use of 
conversation-analytic procedures to obtain information about the interactional competence of an 
autistic client can be found in Stiegler (2007). Outside the field of autism, other examples can be 
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found in Damico and his colleagues’ work on aphasia; see for instance Damico et al. (1999, 2006, 
2015).    
Limitations and Directions for Future Research 
    In closing, some limitations of this study and their associated opportunities for future research 
need to be acknowledged. First and foremost, as is often the case with research studies that provide 
rich descriptions of a single focal participant, the findings herein discussed cannot be generalized 
to all autistic bilinguals. However, consistent with best practices in qualitative inquiry, thick 
descriptions of Alejandro and his co-interactants offer readers an opportunity to assess how 
transferable the findings may be to other autistic bilinguals and their families (Hanley-Maxwell et 
al., 2007; Levitt et al., 2018; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Forthcoming research on code-switching in 
autism should be conducted with a larger number of autistic bilinguals if generalizability is in the 
interest of the investigators. 
   The second limitation concerns the lack of diversity in terms of co-interactants, interactional 
settings, and type of activity where conversations unfold. Specifically, this study focused 
exclusively on interactions between Alejandro and relatives over mealtimes in the family’s 
kitchen. Future research on code-switching—conversation-analytic or otherwise—should seek to 
recruit a more varied group of co-conversationalists based on their age, cultural-linguistic identity, 
relationship with the focal participant, neurocognitive profile, and bilingual status, to cite but a 
few relevant variables. This greater variety of co-interactants would provide a richer description 
of the phenomenon under study. Consequently, future work might consider an increased diversity 
of co-interactants, activities, and settings, which would allow researchers to construct a more 
complete description of the autistic bilinguals’ language alternation patterns and more fully 
document the complex variations in quantity and quality of the instances of code-switching.  
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    Before concluding, there are two other considerations arising from this study that future 
researchers should take into account. The first consideration concerns the advantages and 
disadvantages of letting participants do the recordings themselves. The most apparent benefit is 
the minimization of distortions associated with the presence of the investigator and its positive 
impact on the ecological validity of the data. In spite of this, it is critical to consider that the absence 
of the researcher may have an indirect negative effect on the quality of recordings. More 
specifically, regardless of the instructions that the researcher may provide, participants may forget 
to turn on one or more of the recording devices, make unanticipated and unnotified changes in the 
settings or position of the recording equipment, and/or put objects on the audio/video-recorders—
all of which occurred in the present study and had a negative impact on the quality of audios and 
videos. Extensive training on how to use the research equipment, an extended period of “mock 
recording,” and constant monitoring of records may help tackle this issue while not substantively 
affecting the naturalistic quality of the data. The second consideration relates to the value of having 
information from standardized tests provided in both of the languages spoken by the autistic 
bilinguals. In this study, Alejandro took the CELF in his dominant language (English) at the 
beginning of the study and was then invited to take the Spanish version of the test by the end of 
the study. He, however, refused to take the test a second time. This deprived the research team 
from valuable information that could have been used to cross-check conversation-analytic findings 
but was essential in respecting the participant’s wishes.  
Conclusion 
    When Doña Maca learned that Alejandro was on the autism spectrum, she worried that speaking 
to him in Spanish could further delay language development. She, however, never received any 
advice against it and decided to raise her child bilingually, using Spanish to speak to him at home 
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and letting him learn English in school and elsewhere. In the different interviews sustained 
between Doña Maca and the researcher during the study, she reported to continue to speak with 
her son predominantly in Spanish, over meals, during their movie Tuesdays, or when they do “el 
mercado” (buy groceries) on Wednesday. When asked if there was something she would change 
about her conversations with Alejandro, she replied “yo creo que no cambiaría nada” (I think I 
would not change anything).  
  Today many Latino/Hispanic parents experience the same concerns Doña Mace felt more than 
two decades ago. Interested in the well-being of their autistic children, they ask health 
professionals for advice, but these clinicians have a rather thin body of literature on which to base 
their expert judgement. This dissertation study sought to make a modest contribution to our 
knowledge of bilingualism in autism by illustrating the everyday conversational interactions of a 
bilingual autistic adult and his family members. The investigators hope that these results will  help 
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Initial Semi-Structured Interview with Focal Participants1:  
Guiding Questions 
 
Instructions.  As I have mentioned before, I would like to learn more 
about how you participate in everyday conversations with people that you 
interact with frequently.  To start, I would like to ask you some questions, and I 
will need to record your answers. Are you ok with this? Remember you may skip 
any question you do not want to answer. Just let me know.     
 
 
1. Tell me about yourself:  
1.a. when and where were you born?  
1.b. where did you grow up? Where do you live currently? 
1.c. do you have any siblings? 
1.d. who are in your family? 
1.e. what languages do they speak? 
1.f. what languages do you speak to them? 
 
2. Tell me about a typical week in your life: 
2.a. when do you go to school? 
2.b. are you enrolled in any extra-curricular activities in or outside school, for 
instance, dancing, martial arts, cooking? 
2.c. what kind of things do you do for fun? Who do you do those activities 
with? 
2.d. when do you usually spend time with other people outside your family, 
like friends, classmates, professionals?  
2.e. when do you usually spend time with your family? 
 
3. Tell me about the people you talk to on a daily or weekly basis 
3.a. who are these people? 
3.b. are these people neurotypical? Is any of them on the spectrum? 
3.c. what kind of things do you do together? 
3.d. where do you usually see them? 
3.e. when you are doing these activities, what languages do you speak?  
3.f. from the people you most often talk to, who would be the best examples 
for each of the following? YOU CAN SAY THE SAME NAME MORE THAN 
ONCE.  
Somebody of your age who only speaks English: ___________________ 
Somebody of your age who only speaks Spanish: ___________________ 
Somebody of your age who speaks both languages: ___________________ 
Relatives who only speak English: _________________ 
Relatives who only speak Spanish: ___________________ 
Relatives who speak both languages: ___________________ 
Autistic person(s) who only speaks English: _______________ 
Autistic person(s) who only speaks Spanish: _______________ 
 
1 This same instrument will be used in the initial interview with legal guardians, in case such an interview becomes 









Autistic person(s) who speaks both languages: _______________ 
People who are not relatives or friends but that you talk to frequently and 
expect to talk to frequently over the next few months: _________________ 
 
4. Lastly, you have frequently mentioned (NAMES) during this interview, tell 
me a bit more about your interactions/conversations with them, specifically: 
4.a. Do these people know you are on the spectrum? 
4.b. What do you enjoy most about your conversations with them? 
4.c. Is there anything you would change about your 
conversations/interactions with these people? 
4.d. If so, what do you wish were different? 
 
5. Is there any other thing you would like me to know about you, your frequent 













Initial Semi-Structured Interview with Secondary Participants1:  
Guiding Questions 
 
Instructions.  As I mentioned before, NAME OF FOCAL PARTICIPANT (hereafter 
represented with a blank) identified you as one of the persons he talks to 
frequently.  I would like to learn more about your interactions with _________. 
To start, I would like to ask you some questions, and I will need to record your 
answers. Are you ok with this? Remember you may skip any question you do 
not want to answer. Just let me know.     
 
1. Tell me about yourself:  
1.a. when and where were you born?  
1.b. where did you grow up? Where do you live currently? 
1.c. what languages do you speak? 
1.d. what language(s) do you speak when you talk to _________? 
 
2. Tell me more about your interactions with ____________: 
2.a. How often do you see ___________? 
2.b. When and where do you usually interact with __________? 
2.c. What kind of things do you usually do together? 
2.d. What do you enjoy most about your interactions/conversations with 
________? 
2.e. What would you change, if anything? What do you wish were different? 
 
3. Is there any other thing you would like me to know about you, ________, or 





1 This same instrument will be used to interview guardians of secondary participants should it become necessary 







Autism and Bilingualism: A Multimodal CA Approach to Bilingual Social Interaction—Socio-demographic Survey 
 
Page 2 of 2 
Socio-Demographic Survey 
 
Instructions. This survey contains seven questions that will help us know more 
about you. Please answer the questions by writing in an (X) within the 
parentheses preceding the option of your choice and/or filling in the blanks with 
the requested information. Remember that you may leave any question that 
you do not feel comfortable answering blank or choose the 
“Prefer not to answer” option. Please contact Henry Angulo via 
email (hangulo2@illinois.edu) or phone (217-979-0951) if you have any 
questions. Please return the completed survey to Henry Angulo. 
 
1. What is your name?  
 
First name: _______________________________ 
 
Last name or last names: _______________________________ 
 
 





3. To protect your identity, we need you to choose a pseudonym (a false name) 
that you want us to use to refer to you in this research, future publications, 
conferences, etc. What pseudonym do you want us to use?  
 
Please use the following pseudonym: ____________________ 
 
 
4. What term should we use to refer to your racial/ethnic identity or origin?  
(    ) American Indian or Alaska Native 
(    ) Asian 
(    ) Black or African-American 
(    ) Latino/Hispanic. Specify country you affiliate with: ______________________ 
(    ) Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander  
(    ) White 
(    ) Other. Specify: __________________________________________________ 
(    ) Prefer not to answer 
 
 
5. How do you want us to describe you in relation to your biological sex? 
(    ) A man 
(    ) A woman 
(    ) Other. Specify: __________________________________________________ 
(    ) Prefer not to answer 
 
Survey continues next page � 
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6. What is your preferred gender identity? 
(    ) Male 
(    ) Female 
(    ) Other. Specify: __________________________________________________ 
(    ) Prefer not to answer 
 
7. How do you identify in terms of disability? 
(    ) I experience a disability (please attach copy of medical documentation)  
(    ) I do not experience any disability that I am aware of. 
(    ) Prefer not to answer 
 
Survey ends here.  
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Autismo y bilingüismo: Un acercamiento a la interacción social bilingüe a través del Análisis Multimodal de la 
Conversación—Encuesta sociodemográfica 
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Encuesta Sociodemográfica  
 
Instrucciones. Esta encuesta contiene siete preguntas que nos ayudarán a saber 
más sobre usted. Por favor conteste las preguntas escribiendo una (X) entre los 
paréntesis antes de la opción que usted ha elegido y/o llenando los espacios en 
blanco con la información solicitada. Recuerde que puede dejar sin contestar 
cualquier pregunta que le incomode o escoger la opción “prefiero no contestar”. Por 
favor contacte a Henry Angulo por correo electrónico (hangulo2@illinois.edu) o 
por teléfono (217-979-0951) si tiene alguna pregunta.  Por favor entregue la 
encuesta a Henry Angulo cuando la haya completado.  
 




Apellido o apellidos: _______________________________ 
 
 
2. ¿Cuándo nació?  
Día/Mes/Año _____________________ 
 
3. Para proteger su identidad, necesitamos que escoja un seudónimo (un 
nombre falso) que le gustaría que usemos para referirnos a usted en esta 
investigación, publicaciones futuras, conferencias, etc. ¿Qué seudónimo le 
gustaría que usemos?  
 
Por favor usen el siguiente seudónimo: ____________________ 
 
 
4. ¿Cuál término le gustaría que usemos para referirnos a su raza/etnicidad u 
origen? 
(    ) Amerindio o Nativo de Alaska  
(    ) Asiático  
(    ) Afro-americano   
(    ) Latino/Hispano. Especifique el país con el que se identifica: ______________ 
(    ) Nativo hawaiano o de las islas del Pacífico  
(    ) Blanco  
(    ) Otro. Especifique: _______________________________________________ 
(    ) Prefiero no contestar 
 
 
5. ¿Cómo quiere que le describamos en relación con su sexo biológico? 
(    ) Un hombre 
(    ) Una mujer 
(    ) Otro. Especifique: _______________________________________________ 
(    ) Prefiero no contestar 
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6. ¿Con cuál identidad de genero se identifica? 
(    ) Masculino  
(    ) Femenino 
(    ) Otro. Especifique: _______________________________________________ 
(    ) Prefiero no contestar 
 
7. ¿Cómo se identifica usted en relación con la discapacidad?  
(    ) Tengo una discapacidad (por favor adjunte documentación médica) 
(    ) No tengo ninguna discapacidad que yo sepa 
(    ) Prefiero no contestar 
 
La encuesta termina aquí. 






Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire 
 
 
Northwestern Bilingualism & Psycholinguistics Research Laboratory 
Marian, Blumenfeld, & Kaushanskaya (2007). The Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q): Assessing 
language profiles in bilinguals and multilinguals. Journal of Speech Language and Hearing Research, 50 (4), 940-967. 
Adapted to pencil-and-paper version by Marilyn Logan 
 
 
Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q) 
 
Last name  First name  Today’s Date  
Age  Date of Birth  Male  Female  
 
(1) Please list all the languages you know in order of dominance: 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
(2) Please list all the languages you know in order of acquisition (your native language first):  
 
1  2 3 4 5 
 
(3) Please list what percentage of the time you are currently and on average exposed to each language. 
(Your percentages should add up to 100%): 
 
List language here:      
List percentage here:      
 
(4) When choosing to read a text available in all your languages, in what percentage of cases would you choose 
to read it in each of your languages? Assume that the original was written in another language, which is 
unknown to you. (Your percentages should add up to 100%): 
 
List language here:      
List percentage here:      
 
(5) When choosing a language to speak with a person who is equally fluent in all your languages, what 
percentage of time would you choose to speak each language? Please report percent of total time.  
(Your percentages should add up to 100%): 
 
List language here      
List percentage here:      
 
(6) Please name the cultures with which you identify. On a scale from zero to ten, please rate the extent to 





0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
No  
identification 
   Moderate 
identification 
  Complete  
 identification 
         Very low  
     identification 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
No  
identification 
   Moderate 
identification 
  Complete  
 identification 
         Very low  
     identification 
 
    
Culture: _______________ 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
No  
identification 
  Moderate 
identification 
  Complete  
 identification 
         Very low  
     identification 
 
 
    
Culture: _______________ 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
No  
identification 
  Moderate 
identification 
  Complete  
 identification 
         Very low  
     identification 
 
    
Culture: _______________ 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
No  
identification 
  Moderate 
identification 
  Complete  
 identification 
         Very low  
     identification 
 
 
    
 (7) How many years of formal education do you have? ______________________________________  
 
Please check your highest education level (or the approximate US equivalent to a degree obtained in  
another country): 
 
 Less than High School  Some College  Masters 
 High School  College  Ph.D./M.D./J.D. 
 Professional Training  Some Graduate School  Other:  
 
(8) Date of immigration to the USA, if applicable ____________________________________________ 
 




(9) Have you ever had a vision problem , hearing impairment , language disability , or learning disability
? (Check all applicable).  
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Language:                            
 
This is my (     native     second     third     fourth     fifth     ) language. 
 
(1) Age when you… 
began acquiring this 
language: 
became fluent in this language: began reading in this language: became fluent reading 
in this language: 
    
 
(2) Please list the number of years and months you spent in each language environment: 
 Years Months 
A country where this language is spoken    
A family where this language is spoken   
A school and/or working environment where this language is spoken   
 




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
          
 
 
Understanding spoken language 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 





0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
          
 
 
(4) Please circle how much the following factors contributed to you learning this language: 
 
Interacting with friends 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
          
 
 
Interacting with family 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 





0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 





0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 





































Good Very good Excellent 




Good Very good Excellent 




Good Very good Excellent 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
          
 
 
Listening to the radio 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 




(5) Please circle to what extent you are currently exposed to this language in the following contexts: 
 
Interacting with friends 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Never Almost Never  Half of the time      Always 
 
Interacting with family 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Never Almost Never  Half of the time      Always 
 
Listening to radio/music 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Never Almost Never  Half of the time      Always 
 (6) In your perception, how much of a foreign accent do you have in this language? 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
          
 
 
 (7) Please circle how frequently others identify you as a non-native speaker based on your accent in this language:  
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 


















None  Almost 
none 
Moderate Pervasive Very 
light 
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Northwestern Bilingualism & Psycholinguistics Research Laboratory 
Marian, Blumenfeld, & Kaushanskaya (2007).  
Traducción por Rojas & Iglesias (2008) Temple University Bilingual Language Laboratory 
Adaptado a la versión del lápiz-y-papel por Marilyn Logan 
 
Cuestionario de Experiencia y Competencia Lingüística 
 
Apellido(s)  Nombre(s)  Fecha  
Edad  Fecha de Nacimiento  Masculino  Feminino  
 
(1) Por favor indique todos los idiomas que conozca en orden de dominio: 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
(2) Por favor indique todos los idiomas que conozca en orden de adquisición (su idioma materno primero): 
 
1  2 3 4 5 
 
(3) Por favor indique que porcentaje del tiempo Ud. actualmente y en promedio está expuesto a cada idioma. 
(Los porcentajes deben de sumar a 100%): 
 
Indique idioma:      
Indique porcentaje:      
 
(4) ¿Al escoger leer un texto disponible en todos sus idiomas, en que porcentaje de los casos escogería leerlo en 
cada idioma? Asuma que el texto original fue escrito en un idioma que Ud. no conoce.  
(Los porcentajes deben de sumar a 100%): 
 
Indique idioma:      
Indique porcentaje:      
 
(5) ¿Al escoger que idioma usar para hablar con una persona igualmente fluida a Ud. en todos sus idiomas, que 
porcentaje del tiempo escogería Ud. hablar en cada idioma? Por favor indique el porcentaje del tiempo total.   
(Los porcentajes deben de sumar a 100%): 
 
Indique idioma:      
Indique porcentaje:      
 
(6) Por favor indique las culturas con las cuales Ud. se identifica. En una escala del cero al diez, por favor 
valore hasta qué punto Ud. se identifica con cada cultura. (Ejemplos de culturas posibles incluyen Estado 




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Ninguna 
identificación 
 Identificación    
   moderada 
  Identificación  
total 
         Identificación  
muy baja 
 






0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Ninguna 
identificación 
 Identificación    
   moderada 
  Identificación  
total 
         Identificación  
muy baja 
 




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Ninguna 
identificación 
 Identificación    
   moderada 
  Identificación  
total 
         Identificación  
muy baja 
 




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Ninguna 
identificación 
 Identificación    
   moderada 
  Identificación  
total 
         Identificación  
muy baja 
 




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Ninguna 
identificación 
 Identificación    
   moderada 
  Identificación  
total 
         Identificación  
muy baja 
 
    
(7) ¿Cuantos años de educación tiene Ud.? ______________________________________  
 
Por favor indique su nivel más alto de educación (o la aproximación Estado Unidense equivalente a un  
título obtenido en otro país): 
 
 Menos que escuela secundaria  Algo de Universidad  Maestría 
 Escuela secundaria/preparatoria  Universidad  Ph.D./M.D./J.D. 
 Entrenamiento Profesional  Algo de Escuela Post-Graduado  Otro:  
 
(8) Fecha de inmigración a los Estados Unidos, si aplicable ______________________________________ 
 
Fecha de inmigración a los Estados Unidos, si aplicable 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
(9) ¿Ud. ha tenido un problema de visión , impedimento de audición , incapacidad de lenguaje ,  
o incapacidad de aprendizaje  ? (Indique todo lo aplicable).  
 







Idioma:                            
 
Este es mi idioma (     materno     segundo     tercero     cuarto     quinto     ). 
 
(1) Edad cuándo Ud. … 
empezó a adquirir: llegó a ser  fluido en: empezó a leer en: llegó a leer fluidamente en: 
    
 
(2)  Por favor indique el número de años y meses que Ud. pasó en cada ambiente lingüístico: 
 Años Meses 
Un país donde este idioma es hablado   
Una familia donde este idioma es hablado   
Una escuela y/o ambiente de trabajo donde este idioma es hablado   
 




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 





0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 





0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
          
 
 
(4) Por favor seleccione cuanto los siguientes factores contribuyeron a su aprendizaje de este idioma: 
 
Conviviendo con amistades 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
          
 
 
Conviviendo con familia 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 





0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
          
 
 
Cintas de lenguaje/auto instrucción 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 










Ninguna  Muy baja
  
 Adecuada Perfecta Baja Pasable Poco menos 
que adecuada 
Poco más  
que adecuada 
 
Buena Muy buena Excelente 
Ninguna  Muy baja
  
 Adecuada Perfecta Baja Pasable Poco menos 
que adecuada 
Poco más  
que adecuada 
 
Buena Muy buena Excelente 
Ninguna  Muy baja
  
 Adecuada Perfecta Baja Pasable Poco menos 
que adecuada 
Poco más  
que adecuada 
 
































0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
          
 
 
Escuchando la radio 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 




(5) Por favor valore hasta qué punto Ud. actualmente está expuesto a este idioma en los contextos siguientes: 
 
Conviviendo con amistades 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Nunca Casi nunca  La mitad del tiempo      Siempre 
 
Conviviendo con familia 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Nunca Casi nunca  La mitad del tiempo      Siempre 
 
Escuchando la radio/música 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Nunca Casi nunca  La mitad del tiempo      Siempre 
 
Cintas de lenguaje/auto instrucción 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Nunca Casi nunca  La mitad del tiempo      Siempre 
 (6) ¿Según a su percepción, cuánto acento extranjero tiene Ud. en este idioma? 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 




 (7) Por favor valore que tan frecuentemente los demás lo identifican a Ud. como un hablante no nativo basado 
 en su acento en este idioma: 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Nunca Casi nunca  La mitad del tiempo      Siempre 
 
Ninguno  Casi 
ninguno 
Moderado Penetrante Muy 
ligero 





















Appendix F  
Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire With Impact Supplement 
 
Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire
For each item, please mark the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True.  It would help us if you answered all items as 
best you can even if you are not absolutely certain.  Please give your answers on the basis of how things have been for you over 
the last six months. 
Your Name ..............................................................................................               Male/Female
Date of Birth...........................................................
I try to be nice to other people.  I care about their feelings □ □ □
I am restless, I find it hard to sit down for long □ □ □
I get a lot of headaches, stomach-aches or sickness □ □ □
I usually share with others, for example food or drink □ □ □
I get very angry and often lose my temper □ □ □
I would rather be alone than with other people □ □ □
I am generally willing to do what other people want □ □ □
I worry a lot □ □ □
I am helpful if someone is hurt, upset or feeling ill □ □ □
I am constantly fidgeting or squirming □ □ □
I have at least one good friend □ □ □
I fight a lot.  I can make other people do what I want □ □ □
I am often unhappy, depressed or tearful □ □ □
Other people generally like me □ □ □
I am easily distracted, I find it difficult to concentrate □ □ □
I am nervous in new situations.  I easily lose confidence □ □ □
I am kind to children □ □ □
I am often accused of lying or cheating □ □ □
Other people pick on me or bully me □ □ □
I often offer to help others (family members, friends, colleagues) □ □ □
I think before I do things □ □ □
I take things that are not mine from home, work or elsewhere □ □ □
I get along better with older people than with people of my own age □ □ □
I have many fears, I am easily scared □ □ □







Please turn over - there are a few more questions on the other side





Overall, do you think that you have difficulties in one or more of the following areas:  






If you have answered "Yes", please answer the following questions about these difficulties:
















• Do the difficulties interfere with your everyday life in the following areas?
getting along with the people you are 
closest to (e.g. family, partner)
making and keeping friends
work or study
hobbies, sports or other leisure activities
• Do the difficulties make it harder for those around you (family, friends, etc.)?
Not  
at all
Your Signature ...............................................................................          
  
      
Today's Date ........................................







  □   □   □
6-12 
months
  □   □   □  □



































Cuestionario de capacidades y dificultades (SDQ-Cas) 
 
Por favor ponga una cruz en el cuadro que crea que corresponde a cada una de las preguntas: No es verdad, Es verdad a medias, 
Verdaderamente sí.  Es importante que responda a todas las preguntas lo mejor que pueda, aunque no esté completamente seguro/
a de la respuesta.  Por favor, responda a las preguntas según como le han ido las cosas en los últimos seis meses. 
Nombre  ..............................................................................................               Varón/Mujer
Fecha de nacimiento.........................................................
Procuro ser agradable con los demás.  Tengo en cuenta los sentimientos de las otras personas □ □ □
Soy inquieto/a hiperactivo/a, me resulta difícil permanecer sentado/a durante mucho tiempo □ □ □
Suelo tener muchos dolores de cabeza, estómago o náuseas □ □ □
Normalmente comparto mis cosas con otras personas, por ejemplo comida o bebida □ □ □
Cuando me enfado, me enfado mucho y pierdo el control □ □ □
Prefiero estar solo/a a estar con gente □ □ □
En general estoy dispuesto/a a hacer lo que otras personas quieren □ □ □
A menudo estoy preocupado/a □ □ □
Ayudo si alguien está  enfermo, disgustado o herido □ □ □
Estoy todo el tiempo moviéndome, me muevo demasiado □ □ □
Tengo un/a buen/a amigo/a por lo menos □ □ □
Peleo con frecuencia, puedo conseguir que otras personas hagan lo que yo quiero  
 □ □ □
Me siento a menudo triste, desanimado/a o con ganas de llorar 
 □ □ □
Por lo general caigo bien a la gente 
 
□ □ □
Me distraigo con facilidad, me cuesta concentrarme □ □ □
Me pongo nervioso/a con las situaciones nuevas, fácilmente pierdo la confianza en mí 
mismo/a □ □ □
Soy amable con los niños □ □ □
A menudo me acusan de mentir o de hacer trampas □ □ □
Otras personas se meten conmigo o se burlan de mí □ □ □
A menudo me ofrezco para ayudar a los demás (familiares, amigos/as, compañeros/as) □ □ □
Pienso las cosas antes de hacerlas □ □ □
Cojo cosas que no son mías, de casa, del trabajo o de otros sitios □ □ □
Me llevo mejor con personas que son mayores que yo que con la gente de mi edad □ □ □
Tengo muchos miedos, me asusto fácilmente □ □ □
Termino lo que empiezo, tengo buena concentración □ □ □
No es 
verdad 
 Es verdad 
 a medias 
¿Tiene algún comentario o preocupación en particular que quiera plantear? 
Por favor, vuelva la página, hay más preguntas
 Verdaderamente 




Muchas gracias por su ayuda
En general, ¿cree usted que tiene dificultades en alguna de las siguientes áreas:  






Si ha contestado sí, por favor responda a las siguientes preguntas sobre estas dificultades: 
•  ¿Desde cuándo tiene estas dificultades? 
  











No Sólo un poco Bastante Mucho
• ¿Repercuten estas dificultades en su vida diaria en los siguientes aspectos? 




Firma ...............................................................................              Fecha ........................................







  □   □   □
6-12 
meses
  □   □   □  □
  □   □   □   □
  □  □  □  □
MuchoBastanteSólo un pocoNo
MuchoBastanteSólo un pocoNo
llevarse bien con las personas más cercanas 
 a usted (familia, compañeros/as, etc.)
hacer nuevos/as amigos/as y mantener  
amistades
trabajar o estudiar
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ASSERT-Questionnaire (Posserud et al. 2013) 
 
Instructions: This questionnaire contains seven questions that will help us 
know more about you. After each of the following questions, write an (X) before 
the option that best matches your opinion. Remember that you may leave 
any question that you do not feel comfortable answering blank. Please 
contact Henry Angulo via email (hangulo2@illinois.edu) or phone (217-979 
0951) if you have any questions. Please return the completed survey to Henry 
Angulo. 
 
1. Do you find it difficult to socialize with, or to get in touch with people, especially 
people your own age?  
(    ) Not true    (     ) Somewhat true    (    ) Certainly true 
 
 
2. Do you prefer to be alone rather than being together with other people?  
(    ) Not true    (     ) Somewhat true    (    ) Certainly true 
 
 
3. Do you have difficulties perceiving social cues?  
(    ) Not true    (     ) Somewhat true    (    ) Certainly true 
 
 
4. Do other people tell you that your behavior or your emotional responses are 
inappropriate or hurtful?  
(    ) Not true    (     ) Somewhat true    (    ) Certainly true 
 
 
5. Do you have a strong interest or hobby that absorbs so much of your time that 
it hampers other activities?  
(    ) Not true    (     ) Somewhat true    (    ) Certainly true 
 
 
6. Do you or do other people feel that you have very set routines or that you are 
very immersed in your own interests?  
(    ) Not true    (     ) Somewhat true    (    ) Certainly true 
 
 
7. Do you or do other people feel that you impose your routines or interests on 
others?  
(    ) Not true    (     ) Somewhat true    (    ) Certainly true 
 
Questionnaire ends here.  
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Cuestionario ASSERT (Posserud et al. 2013) 
 
Instrucciones: Este cuestionario contiene siete preguntas que nos ayudarán a 
saber un poco más sobre usted. Después de cada una de las preguntas, escriba 
una (X) en la opción que mejor representa su opinión.  Recuerde que 
usted puede dejar en blanco cualquier pregunta que le haga sentir 
incomodo.  Por favor, contacte a Henry Angulo vía correo electrónico 
(hangulo2@illinois.edu) o al teléfono (217-979-0951) si tiene preguntas. Por 
favor entregue este cuestionario a Henry Angulo.  
 
1. ¿Se le hace difícil socializar o ponerse en contacto con las personas, 
especialmente con las personas de su misma edad?  
 (    ) Falso    (     ) Un poco cierto   (    ) Muy cierto 
 
2. ¿Prefiere estar solo en lugar de estar con otras personas?  
(    ) Falso    (     ) Un poco cierto   (    ) Muy cierto 
 
3. ¿Se le hace difícil percibir claves sociales? 
(    ) Falso    (     ) Un poco cierto   (    ) Muy cierto 
 
4. ¿Le comentan otras personas que su comportamiento o sus reacciones 
emocionales son hirientes o inapropiadas?  
(    ) Falso    (     ) Un poco cierto   (    ) Muy cierto 
 
5. ¿Tiene usted un interés o pasatiempo que abarca mucho de su tiempo al punto 
de interferir con otras actividades?  
(    ) Falso    (     ) Un poco cierto   (    ) Muy cierto 
 
6. ¿Siente usted u otras personas que usted tiene rutinas muy establecidas o que 
usted se encuentra absorto en sus propios intereses?   
(    ) Falso    (     ) Un poco cierto   (    ) Muy cierto 
 
7. ¿Siente usted u otras personas que usted le impone sus rutinas o intereses a 
otros?  
(    ) Falso    (     ) Un poco cierto   (    ) Muy cierto 
 
 
El cuestionario termina acá.  












Name of the 
symbol 
Symbol Meaning 
Tone and intonation-related symbols 
Comma , Preceding talk is falling-rising; continuing intonation 
Period . Stopping fall in tone 
Question mark(s) ¿? Preceding talk has rising inflection, used most often at the end of questions in this study; two 
marks used for Spanish, one for English 
Exclamation 
point(s)  
¡! Animated tone, an exclamation; end symbol used in English; two symbols used in Spanish 
Relative length, volume, pace, etc. 
Colon TE::XT Extension of a sound or syllable 
Capital letters TEXT A word or part thereof is spoken much louder than the surrounding talk  
Underlining TEXT 
 
Spoken with emphasis 
Degree sign ◦TEXT◦ Quieter than the surrounding talk 
Greater than 
symbol 




Halting, abrupt cutoff; denotes a stammering quality when used to separate syllables in a word 
Period in 
parentheses 





Length of a silent interval within or between utterances in a turn or across turns; measured in 
tenths of a second 
Transcriber’s comments and observations 
Triangle-head 
arrow 








Empty parentheses ( ) Something is being said, but it is not hearable/understandable to transcriber 
Double 
parentheses 
((TEXT)) Encloses transcriber’s specification of non-verbal/vocal action, details of the conversational 
scene (e.g., ((telephone rings))), characterizations of talk (e.g., ((in falsetto))), and general 
descriptions of vocalizations like ((coughs)), ((sniffs)), ((snorts))  





Placed under the column titled “Turn;” indicate that intervening turns at talk have been omitted  
talk timing 
Equal signs = Indicates latching of turn by two different speakers. Also used to link different parts of a single 
speaker’s utterance when those parts constitute continuous flow of speech that has been carried 
over to another line, by transcript design, to accommodate an intervening interruption 
Square brackets [ ] Encloses overlapping talk by different speakers 
Others 
Dollar symbols $$ Utterance delivered with smiley voice 






Placed around image 1, image 2, and image 3, correspondingly in each sample interactional 
episode; indicate the specific moment to which the image refers. For instance, #image 1# 
indicates that the picture in image 1 was taken when the speaker was uttering the word(s) 
surrounded by ## in the transcript 
(Audible) 
inhalation 
.hhh Insert .hhh where audible inhalation (inbreath) occurs  
(Audible) 
aspiration 
hhh Inserted where audible outbreath occurs  
Asterisk * Word or structure is ungrammatical 
Raised caret TEXT Ù 
TEXT 
Missing (grammatical) word, e.g., missing article 
Apostrophe ‘ Omitted syllable or sound 
Quotes “” Encloses quotations of something said or thought by speaker or someone else 
Italics TEXT Used for English translations included in the rightmost column of transcripts 
Boldfacing TEXT Used to make language alternation instances stand out 
 
 
 
